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I.

INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this final report on Indiana Vote Centers is twofold. First, is to provide a

summary and update the information provided in the two interim reports with data from the November
4, 2008 general election. Second, a model checklist will be specified to assist election administrators
who are planning to establish Vote Centers.1 This project was undertaken to answer two specific
research questions: 1) Do Vote Centers increase voter turnout? and 2) Do Vote Centers save money?
Both of these research questions derive from the seeming advantage that Vote Centers have over
traditional precincts; that is, by making the act of voting more convenient by allowing citizens to show
up at any county Vote Center rather than having to go only to their precinct polling place, more voters
will show up to cast their ballot. Moreover, by consolidating precincts into a relatively few Vote
Centers, tax dollars can be saved because fewer locations have to be rented, staffed and provisioned.
A final product of this research project is to provide a model checklist for election administrators
to use if they are planning on adopting Vote Centers. This model is based on the best practices from the
Indiana experiences as well as drawing on reported findings from other jurisdictions that implemented
Vote Centers. This model will be based on the empirical data that has been gathered over three elections
in the Indiana counties that are using Vote Centers. We summarize the model at the end of this report,
with sample sections, and will continue developing the model as future conclusions are reached and
resources are available.
This introduction provides background on the Vote Center research project and summarizes the
findings from the first two reports, which covered the municipal elections of 2007 and the primary
elections on May 6, 2008. Two Indiana counties were authorized by the state election commission to
operate Vote Centers during this period: Tippecanoe and Wayne. Tippecanoe County, located 60 miles
1

The two interim reports are “Report on Indiana Vote Centers in the 2007 Municipal Elections,” submitted in February,
2008, and “Report on Indiana Vote Centers in the 2008 Primary Elections,” submitted in June, 2008. Both reports were
submitted to the Pew Charitable Trusts, Pew Center on the States, Make Voting Work Initiative.
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Northwest of Indianapolis contains two major cities, Lafayette and West Lafayette. The 2000 census
reports 56,397 persons in Lafayette, the city that serves as the county seat, and another 28,778 persons in
West Lafayette, the home of Purdue University. These two cities comprise 57 percent of the county‘s
population.
Wayne County, located 63 miles East of Indianapolis borders on the State of Ohio and contains
one major city, Richmond, with a 2000 population of 39,124. Richmond is the county seat and
constitutes 56 percent of the county‘s population.
A third county, Cass, located in northern Indiana, was authorized to use Vote Centers beginning
in 2008. Logansport is the county seat of Cass County and is approximately 84 miles North Northwest
of Indianapolis. The population of Cass County in 2000 was 40,930 and Logansport comprises 47.8
percent of the county‘s population.
The research team from the Bowen Center for Public Affairs at Ball State University began the
project by meeting several times with the election administrators in Tippecanoe and Wayne Counties
and, later, with the County Clerk of Cass County. Observers from the research team were deployed to
selected Vote Centers in order to fully understand and depict the various operations that were to be
performed by the poll workers on Election Day. Observers were also present at the largest Vote Center
in Cass County on November 4, 2008. These observers took extensive notes at the Vote Centers and
were trained to ―time‖ randomly selected voters in order to ascertain the efficiency of the voting process.
The observers distributed a voluntary questionnaire at each Vote Center that asked citizens, after
they had voted, to answer several questions. The questions were modified slightly according to the
nature of the election over the two year cycle, with minor updates on the 2007 instrument. The
questionnaire was printed on a ―bubble sheet‖ where the respondents could indicate their answers by
darkening the appropriate response. The completed questionnaires were then optically scanned into a
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database. Responses from Tippecanoe and Wayne counties were analyzed in the previous reports. This
report contains data on voter responses from Cass County and compares their answers with those of the
other two counties, where appropriate.
Other members of the research team were dispatched to two ―control‖ counties in Indiana that
were operating traditional precincts in 2008. These control counties were selected at the project‘s
beginning on the basis of demographic characteristics that most closely matched the Vote Center
counties. The Indiana counties of Monroe (county seat: Bloomington) and Bartholomew (county seat:
Columbus) were selected as the counterparts to Tippecanoe and Wayne. Because Cass County was a
late addition, observers were not sent to a control county for Cass, however, aggregate data were
collected from Jackson County, Indiana, which closely matches the Cass County demographics. The
research team engaged only in observing polling place operations and ―timing‖ selected voters in the
control counties so that comparisons were possible between the ―efficiency‖ of the voting process at
Vote Centers versus traditional precinct polling places. The observations of the team members are
recorded in this report along with the data on the ―timing‖ of the voting process, both in the Vote Center
counties and the control counties.
The ―timing data‖ collected from the Vote Centers were very comparable to the same observations
being made by a research team from the Goldman School of Public Policy at the University of California,
Berkeley. These efforts reflect the national attention now being paid to what occurs inside a polling place on
Election Day. 2
There are many similarities in the ways Vote Centers were organized and implemented in the
counties, but there also were some differences. All three counties mailed postcards to all registered
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See Pew Center on the States, “Case Study: Election Observation Dispatches from the Polls,” a report in
www.electionline.org, May, 2008, accessed May 26, 2008; and Zachary S. Markovits and Douglas M. Spencer, “Lines at
Polling Places: Data Collection in the 2008 California Primary.” The Survey Research Center, University of California,
Berkeley, April 25, 2008.
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voters in the county prior to the start of early voting. The postcards provided information on the Vote
Centers, contained voter registration information about the recipient, and instructed the recipients to
bring the postcard with them to the polling place. All three counties also implemented a public
information campaign to inform the general public about Vote Centers. Flyers were published and
distributed. Public service announcements were provided and information was printed in local
newspapers and posted on the county web pages.
The Vote Centers in these three counties replaced the traditional neighborhood precincts. This
change to Vote Centers was made possible by the creation of statewide voter registration lists, which are
required under the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA). The election division of the Indiana
Secretary of State‘s Office implemented the statewide voter registration system (SVRS). It is used in
every county in Indiana for voter registration and for recording individual voter history. The Indiana
SVRS is a web-based application that maintains the official list of registered voters in each of Indiana‘s
92 counties. Each county is responsible for maintaining the registration records for their county with the
SVRS. The system also includes election management capabilities in addition to voter registration
features.
Capabilities of the Indiana‘s SVRS include:
Voter registration and maintenance;
USPS address validation;
Functional management of elections, offices and precincts;
Geo-coding to identify jurisdictional boundaries;
Bar-coding on reports and correspondence;
Scanned individual signatures from a poll book;
Exportable voter registration data for use in county systems;
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Importable vote history and voter primary party data from counties.
The information in the SVRS can be downloaded into an Electronic Poll Book (EPB) for each county
using Vote Centers. Using a network of computers that access a single EPB as the control mechanism
for the voting process enables two crucial attributes:
1.

A potentially large number of small voting places, i.e., precincts, can be
consolidated into a significantly smaller number of large polling places, i.e.,
Vote Centers;

2.

Voters are free to vote at any facility within their county since their request for a
ballot can be recorded in real time in a central system, accessible by all election
workers and administrators from any location, thus preventing a voter from
subsequently voting at another location.

As with its paper analog, primary functions of an Electronic Poll Book are to:
1.
2.
3.

Confirm a voter‘s eligibility to cast a ballot (i.e., they are a registered voter);
Identify the election contests for which a voter may vote (i.e., ballot form);
Record that the voter has cast a ballot.

Without a computer network accessible to poll workers and election officials that allows the
searching and updating of names of registered voters, Vote Centers would not be possible.
Indiana‘s HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration system is hosted by the Election
Division of the office of the Indiana Secretary of State. The main purpose of statewide voter registration
systems was to implement a single, uniform, official, centralized, interactive computerized statewide
voter registration list defined, maintained, and administered at the State level that contains the name and
registration information of every legally registered voter in the State and assigns a unique identifier to
each legally registered voter in the State.
In Indiana, county election officials can download voter registration data from the statewide
voter registration system to import into their Electronic Poll Book system. Because these data are
recorded in a central database, with other information such as timestamps and locations, they can be
consolidated after an election and uploaded to the statewide voter registration system as a voting history.
5

This introduction details the implementation of Vote Centers in Tippecanoe County. The Wayne
County implementation will be referenced only in the major ways in which the implementation differed
from that of Tippecanoe County.3
Tippecanoe County Implementation
Tippecanoe County used the same Electronic Poll Book (EPB) for the May 2008 election that
was used in the municipal election in November, 2007. The software was developed and is supported
by a local Tippecanoe County company, DelMar Information Technologies. To conduct the election,
the county started with an empty county-wide poll book database, configured administrative information
for the forthcoming election and then imported data for all county registered voters from the statewide
voter registration system after the voter registration cutoff date passed. Tippecanoe County Vote Center
workers did not have access to the statewide voter registration system on Election Day, though it was
available for election administrators at the courthouse who provided telephone support to the Vote
Centers. The county uploaded vote history to the statewide system after the election.
In Tippecanoe County, if a voter did not bring their postcard to the Vote Center, blank
cards were available for the voter to complete by hand. For those who brought their postcards,
Tippecanoe County used computer-connected, handheld bar code readers at the voter check-in station to
reduce the time for entering unique voter identification information from the postcards.
Chart 1 displays the specific steps that must be taken in processing the voters with the Electronic
Poll Book (EPB).

3

A complete description of the Wayne County implementation is found in the interim report, “Report on Indiana Vote
Centers in the 2008 Primary Elections,” pp. 20-24. The report was submitted to the Pew Charitable Trusts, Pew Center on
the States, Make Voting Work Initiative.
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8

00:10

9

00:05

Frust
Med
High
Med

Oper
Inspection
Inspection
Inspection

The person must have a valid voter
registration record in the system.

Correct voter addresses are required for
validation and to support election-related
mailings.

Med

00:10

Use the Electronic Poll Book system to
retrieve the person's voter registration,
searching on some combination of first
name, last name, and date of birth.
The name on their ID must match their
voter registration record.
Ask the voter for their address and verify
it is correct in their registration record.
Make corrections, as needed. First-time
voters must provide a document
matching their registration address.
Validate the person's Indiana "voter
identification number." Make corrections
as needed.

Voters provide their Indiana driver’s license
number or, if none, the last four digits of
their social security number or, if they have
neither, a voter ID number is assigned.

Low

7

By Indiana law, if a voter's identification is
not valid, they cannot be permitted to vote.

If the election is a Primary, indicate the
ballot style requested by the voter.

This indicates the party for which they want
a ballot.

Low

00:05

Ensure voter's identification is valid:
- displays their photo
- not expired since last General Election
- issued by Indiana or US government

Verify the precinct, split, and ballot style
on the pre-printed postcard. If incorrect
or if the voter requires a replacement
card, hand-write correct information.

The precinct, split, and ballot style are
required by the ballot judge, so they can
encode the voting machine to meet the
voter's needs.

Low

6

Why do this step?

Update the Electronic Poll Book to reflect
that the voter has voted.

Since the poll book is a centralized database,
we must record that a voter has voted, to
ensure they cast only one ballot.

Low

00:05

Description

Get voter's signature on the postcard.
Mark or stamp the postcard to indicate
that the voter has been "checked in".

As with signing a printed poll book, the voter
is acknowledging that they have checked in
and are proceeding to vote.

Release the checked-in voter to go to the
ballot station.

The voter will proceed to the ballot station
with their checked-in postcard (where they
may wait) for a ballot judge to use the
information on their postcard to encode a
ballot card and/or voting machine so they can
cast their ballot.

Low

5

Task

00:10

Task

4

Task

00:10

Task

3

00:15

Task

2

00:10

Transfer

1

Duration
(mm:ss)

Sequence

Chart 1
Steps in Processing Voters with Electronic Poll Book (EPB)
(See Key Below for Explanation of Chart Headings and Symbols)
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Key to Chart 1
The task-procedure table above describes the general steps in the initial scenario for checking in a voter at an
Indiana Vote Center. Columns in the preceding table are as follows:
Column
Sequence
Duration (mm:ss)
Operation
Frustration
Description
Why do this step?

Description
Identifier for the step within the task.
Expected time for each step within the task.
Steps that require relatively more time are often good candidates for improvement.
Inspection / Decision
Task: Steps taken to conclude check-in
Transfer : Release voter to ballot station
High, Medium, Low, none.
There is a high correlation between quality problems and steps with high frustration.
Summary description of the step within the task.
Understanding the reason for the step helps determine if it is really necessary and is
useful when using the documentation for training purposes.

Consistent with Chart 1, Diagram 1 below depicts the process of voting, whether it is in a Vote
Center or a traditional precinct. There are five major milestones:
Voter arrives at voting facility;
Voter begins the check-in activity;
Voter obtains their ballot and proceeds to vote;
Voter finishes voting;
Voter leaves the facility.
Diagram 1
Steps in the Voting Process

1 – Arrive
Wait
2 – Start
Check In
Wait
3 – Vote
Vote
4 – Finish
Survey (optional)
5 – Depart8

Voting Transaction Time

Arrive:
Start:
Vote:
Finish:
Depart:

Within these milestones, three major activities are performed. They are:
Check-in: Workers confirm voter‘s registration & determine proper ballot for voter;
Vote: Voter cast vote normally or with provisional ballot;
Survey: Voter completes voluntary survey. This step is not critical (optional) for timing
the milestones.

This process provides a basis for timing each step to enable comparison and contrast with other Vote
Centers and with traditional precincts. Research team members from Ball State University‘s Bowen
Center for Public Affairs timed the voters at each step of the process. This timing was conducted in
selected Vote Centers in both Tippecanoe and Wayne Counties during the May, 2008 primary. Similar
timing statistics were gathered in Cass County during the November, 2008 general election.
Findings that the Ball State research team reported in a paper at the April 4, 2008 meeting of the
Midwest Political Science Association in Chicago concluded that important controllable factors are
convenient locations for Vote Centers (locations warrant attention in general, perhaps using GIS
technology), well-trained workers, and efficient procedures. Observations from the May, 2008, primary
reinforce that Vote Center capacity and provisioning are critical to operational optimization and must be
included in the list of controllable factors.
Of particular interest is the location of Vote Centers. If voters go to the Vote Center closest to
their residence, then GIS technology can be of great assistance in providing guidance as to where Vote
Centers should be located in a community, depending on the dispersion of the residences of registered
voters. Voters who responded to the voluntary questionnaire at the Vote Centers during the May 6,
2008 primary overwhelmingly stated that they did, indeed, come to the Vote Center closest to their
household. Optimal use of Vote Centers then, should take into account that the vast majority of voters
prefer the polling place closest to their residence.
9

But once a voter arrives at the Vote Center, it is necessary to ascertain the extent to which the
Vote Center process efficiently handles the different functions of the voting process. Chart 2 lists the
Vote Centers that were observed by members of the research team during the May 6, 2008 primary
election.
Chart 2
Vote Center Observation and Data Collection on May 6, 2008

County

Facility

Polling Place
Type

Address

Tippecanoe

4-H Fairgrounds

Vote Center

1401 Teal Road, Lafayette, IN 47905

Tippecanoe

Federated Church

Vote Center

2400 Sycamore Lane, West Lafayette,
IN 47906

Tippecanoe

Purdue Memorial Union

Vote Center

101 N Grant Street, West Lafayette, IN
47906

Wayne

First English Lutheran
Church

Vote Center

2727 National Road East, Richmond,
IN 47374

Wayne

Kuhlman Center

Vote Center

861 N Salisbury Road, Richmond, IN
47374

Bartholomew

Parkside School

Precinct-based

1400 Parkside Dr, Columbus, IN 47201

Monroe

Sherwood Oaks Christian
Church

Precinct-based

2700 E Rogers Road , Bloomington, IN
47401

Twelve team members were deployed, with four members in Tippecanoe County and another
four in Wayne. We also used another floating observer, thus providing a total of five observers in each
county. We observed traditional (precinct-based) polling places in the control counties, with one person
spending the day at a polling place in Bartholomew County and one person doing the same in Monroe
County.
Since not every voter could be tracked, we relied on random sampling. At the designated
facilities we observed as many voters as possible, with each observer generally studying no more than
one voter at any point in time throughout the complete voting transaction. The guideline was to select
10

every tenth voter, although this was not always possible. We observed and conducted timing at selected
Vote Centers and at polling places in the control counties to enable comparison of the two voting
approaches. We selected facilities where we could observe the entire voting transaction for any single
voter, including any wait time that may have been required. We sampled for at least the period of 10:00
am to 2:00 pm, to enable us to correlate results to overall arrival rates.
For each voter (voting transaction), we captured timestamps at arrival, check-in, obtaining the
ballot (in Vote Centers), and voting (arrival at the voting machine), noting any time spent waiting within
that transaction and quantifying queue depths where waiting is noted. We also noted exception
conditions and described them for clarification, as necessary. As a whole, we did this to assess overall
voting transaction times, as well as to analyze how to maximize Vote Center throughput. We did not
capture time spent at the voting machine in all cases. Actual voting time is assumed to be the same,
given similar voting equipment, regardless of whether the act of voting occurs in a Vote Center or a
traditional precinct.
The observers were instructed of the specific goals regarding Vote Center operations:
Compare total voting time required at a Vote Center with that required at a traditional polling
place;
Fully describe the Vote Center configuration and voting process;
Assess the Vote Center voting process for manageability, efficiency, and opportunities for
improvement;
Identify and describe variables to use to support recommendations for Vote Center provisioning
and organization.
With regard to the question of whether it can be expected that the total time required to vote at Vote
Centers will be less than in a traditional precinct-based model and, moreover, whether total voting time can be
predicted, it was necessary to separately track whenever a voter is required to wait. Certainly, time spent
waiting (before or during the voting process) is meaningful to the voter. For example, time before check-in
falls outside core voting activities, but it is relevant and must be tracked.
11

Wait time is generally a function of three factors: voter arrival rate, voting process efficiency,
and voting facility capacity. In cases where a voter must wait in line, we captured wait time and noted
queue depth so we could isolate time spent in core voting activities. Doing this assists in separating
capacity considerations from process considerations.
We view the overall voting transaction at vote centers as being comprised of three main tasks,
each of which may be preceded by wait time:
A) Check in: Judge locates and records the voter in the Electronic Poll Book (paper poll book at
precinct-based polling places);
B) Get Ballot: Judge encodes a ballot card for insertion into a voting machine (not relevant for
precinct-based polling places) to get the correct ballot for the voter;
C) Vote:

Voter uses the voting machine to cast their ballot.

To support calculations in the voting model, we captured timestamps (not durations) through the
voting transaction at which each of the associated intervals began, either waiting for or performing each
of the tasks. Results should be reviewed by county and by individual voting facility, because:
•

each facility was organized and provisioned somewhat differently;

•

election planning must be done at both countywide and facility-by-facility levels.
Values in the following tables are based on observations by our team at polling places in vote

center counties (Tippecanoe and Wayne) and in control counties (Monroe and Bartholomew). Median
values are presented to minimize the effect of unusual fluctuations, such as when polls opened or when
equipment may have malfunctioned. For example, in Tippecanoe County at the Fairgrounds Vote
Center, half the voters waited less than one minute and forty-three seconds to check in, while the other
half waited longer than that.
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Table 1
Lines and Wait Times During the Voting Process in Vote Center and Control Counties, May 2008
Check-In Task: Median Values for May 2008 Primary
Location

Voters Waiting To Check In

Wait Time

Activity Time

Tippecanoe County – Fairgrounds

5

1:43

1:00

Tippecanoe County – Federated Church

1

0:15

1:00

Tippecanoe County – Purdue Union

5

1:45

1:00

Tippecanoe County – All data

3

1:00

1:00

Wayne County – Kuhlman Center

3

0:15

3:15

Wayne County – First English Church

0

3:00

2:55

Wayne County – All data

2

0:15

3:08

Bartholomew County (control)

0

0:00

1:15

Monroe County (control)

1

0:30

1:15

Voters Waiting for Ballot

Wait Time

Activity Time

Tippecanoe County – Fairgrounds

2

0:43

0:30

Tippecanoe County – Federated Church

0

0:20

0:20

Tippecanoe County – Purdue Union

0

0:00

0:30

Tippecanoe County – All data

0

0:00

0:30

Wayne County – Kuhlman Center *

3

-

0:15

Wayne County – First English Church *

-

-

0:15

Wayne County – All data *

3

-

0:15

n/a

n/a

n/a

Balloting Task: Median Values for May 2008 Primary
Location

Bartholomew County (control) **

Monroe County (control) **
n/a
n/a
n/a
* - For this election, Wayne County designed their vote center process so the Balloting task was tightly
integrated with the Check-In task. As a result, observers from our team were less able to identify the number of
voters waiting for their ballot and were generally unable to separate wait times for those voters for the Balloting
task.
** - In the control counties (Monroe and Bartholomew) there are no wait / task times for the Balloting task,
because these are precinct-based polling places, not vote centers, at which a “ballot on demand” is not
required.
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Voting Task: Median Values for May 2008 Primary
Location

Voters Waiting to Vote

Wait Time

Activity Time

Tippecanoe County – Fairgrounds

0

0:00

2:30

Tippecanoe County – Federated Church

0

0:00

2:10

Tippecanoe County – Purdue Union

0

0:00

2:00

Tippecanoe County – All data

0

0:00

2:15

Wayne County – Kuhlman Center

33

22:23

3:22

Wayne County – First English Church

20

6:30

2:00

Wayne County – All data

29

20:37

3:25

Bartholomew County (control)

0

0:00

2:30

Monroe County (control)

0

0:00

3:30

The data in the above table clearly reveal two notable points:
Task times vary substantially from one Vote Center to another, with the longest median wait
times for check in and voting occurring in Wayne County because of the use of redundant check
points to verify voters and the redirecting of voters away from one Vote Center in Richmond for
a period of time because of interrupted Internet Service.;
Some Vote Centers (most notably Federated Church in Tippecanoe) rivaled precincts in our
control counties for wait times in both check-in and voting.
The extent to which voters in Tippecanoe and Wayne counties thought their wait time to vote
was ―reasonable‖ was captured in the voluntary questionnaire responses that were requested of voters as
they were departing the Vote Centers. The responses from the May 6, 2008 primary election were
detailed in the June, 2008 report submitted to the Pew Center on the States. The data revealed that 83.2
percent of the Tippecanoe County voters waited in line less than 10 minutes. On the other hand, only
14.5 percent of Wayne County voters waited less than 10 minutes, with 63.5 percent waiting longer than
20 minutes. Overall, the average wait time in Tippecanoe County was 6 minutes and 10 seconds. In
Wayne County it was 26 minutes and 27 seconds. The timing data as well as the questionnaire
responses both point to what caused the much longer Wayne County wait time. The disparity was in
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large part a function of the redundant check-in system used in Wayne County, along with the closing of
one Richmond Vote Center for a period of time because of interrupted Internet service.4
The time taken to complete the voluntary survey was not recorded as part of the process of
voting. We were interested in when they finished voting, not when they actually departed the facility.
In timing the various steps in the process it is also important to note that the actions prior to actually
casting a vote on a voting machine are of most interest. The installation of Indiana Vote Centers came
after voting machines had already been purchased by the counties. Consequently, the same voting
machines would have been used even if the county had continued using traditional precinct polling
places. Of course, the expected average time required to cast a ballot is an important planning variable
when estimating capacity requirements that drive Vote Center provisioning. It is also important to note
that voters must often wait before check-in and before voting, depending on the arrival rate of voters and
the line that might develop versus the capacity of the facility and the efficiency of the processes and
systems used.
As compared to precincts, the in-person voting transaction in Vote Centers changes slightly.
There are six major milestones that pertain to Vote Centers:
Arrive:
Start:
Ballot:
Vote:
Finish:
Depart:

Voter arrives at voting facility;
Voter begins the check-in activity;
Voter waits to receive ballot;
Voter proceeds to vote on voting machine;
Voter completes casting votes;
Voter leaves the facility. This step is not critical in timing the
milestones.

4

“Report on Indiana Vote Centers in the 2008 Primary Elections.” Submitted to the Pew Center on the States, June, 2008;
especially pp. 45-6. The report was submitted to the Pew Charitable Trusts, Pew Center on the States, Make Voting Work
Initiative.
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Within these six milestones in a Vote Center there are four major activities:
Check-in:
Obtain Ballot:
Vote:
Survey (optional):

Workers confirm voter‘s registration;
Workers determine the correct ballot style and
record that the voter has voted;
Voter casts vote normally or with provisional ballot;
Voter completes voluntary survey. This step is
not critical for timing the milestones.

Each Vote Center configuration is constrained by the building. Depending on how the Vote
Center is organized, the actual recording of the voter having ―voted‖ is done electronically either at the
point of the Check-in or at the Obtain Ballot activity. Local election officials have considerable latitude
in how they organize these two activities in the Vote Center, including the option of merging the two
steps into a single activity. Ultimately, however, some combination of the voter registration system (or
data from it) and the Electronic Poll Book (EPB) system are typically accessed over a network and the
data are used to check-in the voter, determine the appropriate ballot style for the voter, and record the
fact they voted.
The election officials in Tippecanoe County were well prepared for the May 6, 2008 primary
election. Planning began soon after the November, 2007 municipal elections. Ms. Linda Phillips, the
Tippecanoe County Clerk, shared a draft report that explained some of the planning that went into the
establishment of Vote Centers for the May 6, 2008 primary. She pointed out that voter turnout was the
major element in the planning. Their experience from the municipal elections of 2007 was that Vote
Centers would be able ―to absorb considerably more voters‖ because citizens would like to vote on their
own schedule and ―at a location of their own choosing.‖ Likewise, early voting at satellite locations
held the promise of accommodating more voters prior to Election Day.
Planning for a greater voter turnout started by examining past county primary elections. The
data in Table 2 were compiled as a reference point.
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Table 2
Primary Election Turnout in Tippecanoe County, 1990-2006
Year
May-90
May-92
May-94
May-96
May-98
May-00
May-02
May-04
May-06

Number Voting
19,736
22,107
18,424
22,434
19,051
18,509
20,784
15,176
15,267

Source: Tippecanoe County Board of Elections and Registration, Tippecanoe County, Primary 2008: Looking Forward to
Fall. Available at www.tippecanoe.in.gov/egov/docs/1214422903_349029.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.

Tippecanoe election administrators projected that planning for 15,000 to 20,000 voters to show
up in the May, 2008 primary would be appropriate given past turnout. However, as the Democratic
presidential nomination race unfolded it became clear that Indiana‘s primary election would be an
important part of the national primary season and planning then focused on the number of Democratic
ballots pulled in the last six elections. The totals ranged from 2,768 in 1998 to a high of 4,295 in 2004.
Chart 3 on the next page shows the number of Republican and Democratic ballots cast in the last six
elections.
Primary election turnout in 2008 in neighboring states revealed a surge between three and four
times the usual numbers. The Tippecanoe County Clerk then used a rough calculation of 5,000
Democratic ballots and multiplied by four, thereby estimating a total of 20,000 Democratic voters. ―We
assumed that Republican voters would likely remain at their usual level. This would give us a total
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numbers of voters in the range of 30,000, so we calculated staffing levels [for the Vote Centers] on that
basis.‖5
The planning also provided contingency measures in case the turnout exceeded 30,000.
Additional bar code scanners were purchased to ensure that voters could be more quickly served at
check-in stations. Extra workers were identified and trained who could be summoned on Election Day
if needed.
Chart 3
Tippecanoe County Primary Turnout By Party, 1996-2006
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Source: Tippecanoe County Board of Elections and Registration, Tippecanoe County, Primary 2008: Looking Forward to
Fall, p. 2.. Available at www.tippecanoe.in.gov/egov/docs/1214422903_349029.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.

5

Tippecanoe County Board of Elections and Registration, Tippecanoe County, Primary 2008: Looking Forward to Fall, p. 2.
Available at www.tippecanoe.in.gov/egov/docs/1214422903_349029.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
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In her draft report, the Tippecanoe County Clerk states that the contingency planning was very
important:
―These contingency plans proved to be a good idea; interest in the election exceeded even our
generous estimates as nearly 40,000 voters voted in the primary. This is 46.2% of active voters in
Tippecanoe County and 43.4% of registered voters. The [following] chart…shows a bar graph of the
number of registered voters and the number voting from 1990 to 2008.‖6
As Chart 4 shows, the county-wide turnout of nearly 40,000 voters was approximately 20 percent
higher than expected. Of these, approximately one-in-four voted early at the satellite Vote Centers. On
Election Day, the county opened 20 Vote Centers to support 28,686 voters. While the flow of voters
was steady at all observed locations, wait-time was rarely an issue. This testifies to the value of
carefully planning the implementation of Vote Centers and having slightly more capacity than needed to
support initial projections.7
Chart 4
Tippecanoe County Overall Primary Turnout, 1990-2008
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The planning also took into account the allocation of resources to the various Vote Centers. For
the purposes of provisioning, the Vote Centers were divided into three tiers, depending on projected
turnout. The tiers were:
Tier One:
Tier Two:
Tier Three:

More than 2,000 voters
1,600-2,000 voters
Less than 1,600 voters

The vast majority of Tier Three Vote Centers were located in facilities that had previously served
as precincts and these Centers were located in rural areas of the county. Of course, it was required that
each Vote Center had high speed internet connections available to support the SVRS. If no connection
was on site, the owners would have to be willing to allow the county to install one. A minimum
requirement for the Tier One locations was at least 60 parking places. The anticipated larger number of
voters at Tier One Centers resulted in the assignment of two Greeters to each of these sites. For all sites,
it was preferred that the facility had a separate entrance and exit, but it was not a minimum requirement.
Another consideration in locating Vote Centers was that they should be in close proximity to a local bus
line in the larger cities. The exact locations were chosen by a team of three Republicans, three
Democrats, and one Libertarian. Most of the Vote Centers selected had previously served as precinct
polling places before the transition to Vote Centers in 2007.
The research team from the Bowen Center for Public Affairs at Ball State University decided to
observe the operations at the Tier One Vote Centers because the capacity and optimization of space is a
central focus of analysis in developing a model for other counties considering the adoption of Vote
Centers.
One of the Tier One Vote Centers the team observed was located at the Federated Church in
West Lafayette. This location had been used as a Vote Center in the municipal elections of 2007. The
Church is located on a bus route. The parking lot was located just outside the entrance and provided 52
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regular spaces and 12 handicapped spots. The Church provided a coffee station inside the front entrance
to offer refreshments and provide directions to the Vote Center room. The Vote Center was located in a
large, open, multi-purpose room down a long hallway, which could constitute a long walk from the
parking lot to the check-in station for voters with physical impairments. The voting area entrance had
only one doorway, resulting in occasional limited congestion as voters were arriving and exiting through
the same area.
The Greeter asked arriving voters for the yellow postcard that had been mailed to them and
ensured that they had the proper required photo ID which is required under Indiana law. The same
Greeter also provided ―I Voted‖ stickers to those departing the Vote Center. There were sufficient
tables and chairs. Voter turnout was consistent throughout the day and the arrangement of equipment
and workers at this Vote Center was conducive to an efficient flow of voters through the voting process.
Another Tier One Vote Center was located at the 4-H Fairgrounds in the City of Lafayette. This
location also had been used as a Vote Center in 2007. It is located on a bus route and provided 80
regular parking places and 4 handicapped spots with the parking lot located just outside the entrance.
This Vote Center had the highest number of voters (2509) in the county on May 6.8 The facility was an
open rectangular space with ample unused space that could accommodate more stations should those be
necessary. Extra tables and chairs were available. The configuration allowed room for possible wait
times queuing at balloting and voting stations, but the check-in station line regularly extended outside of
the facility.
The entrance and exit doors were separate, side-by-side, at the midpoint of a long side of the
rectangle. Voter flow circled counter-clockwise around the room and back to approximately the same
point at the exit. Separate tables were provided for each of the stations and were spaced far enough
8

Ibid., p. 4.
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apart to keep incoming voters separate and in the appropriate line for check-in. The lines moved in the
correct directions and minimized the number of confused voters wandering at the room‘s center. The
tables provided a flat surface for voters to complete their vote cards if they failed to bring their postcard.
A table at the exit was used by the Greeter, and ―I Voted‖ stickers were distributed and the voluntary
questionnaire was distributed and collected.
Although there were occasionally slight variations from one Vote Center to another, mainly due
to differences in the physical lay-outs, the general Tippecanoe County Vote Center process is depicted in
Diagram 2.
Diagram 2
Tippecanoe County Vote Center
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There were slight variations in the way each Tippecanoe Vote Center operated on Election Day.
The overall process, however, was generally consistent and much of this had to do with the extensive
and thorough training the workers received. For example, at the Federated Church the Greeter directed
arriving voters to wait for the next available check-in station, whether they brought their postcard or not.
As they moved through the first waiting line, voters were usually prompted by a check-in poll worker to
come forward to the station. Based on the results at that check-in, voters were either directed to the
encoding station where they submitted their postcard to the Encoding Judge and were provided an
encoded card to use in the voting equipment, or directed to the Supervisor if they required a provisional
ballot. At this Vote Center, the ballot encoding station was situated between several check-in stations.
Chart 5, on the following page, specifies the observed functional roles of the various poll
workers and denotes their duties and responsibilities at their respective stations.
In general, the Vote Center workers in Tippecanoe County were highly-utilized throughout the
day performing their assigned functions, often with few opportunities for breaks. We did not observe
any workers specifically assigned to relieve others for breaks and lunches. The Vote Centers had a
consistent flow of voters and it appeared that workers took breaks when and where possible. Unless
they were needed for matters specifically related to their role, Supervisors often relieved workers (in any
role) who needed a break and pitched in to deal with capacity issues, for example, during heavy check-in
periods. It appears particular attention must be paid to the number of poll workers to ensure back-up
support.
A major part of the lay-out of each Vote Center is locating the various stations involved in
processing voters. It is important to differentiate the stations from the roles performed by the workers in
the Vote Centers. Stations are physical entities, or areas, in which specific activities occur and are
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integral to the physical configuration of the Vote Center and the flow of voters through it. Managing the
voter traffic is particularly important as the physical square-footage increases.
Chart 5
Roles and Duties of Poll Workers at Vote Centers

Role

Station

Responsibilities

Greeter

Entrance, exit
Floating as needed

Ask arriving voters for postcards; validate that
each voter has valid identification.
Answer questions and manage voter traffic.
Collect ballot cards from departing voters.
Alert the Supervisor to potential issues.

Check-In

Check-in computer
(Electronic Poll
Book)

Ensure proper identification.
Validate voter registration and eligibility to vote.
Record voting transaction.

Ballot
Encoding

Ballot encoding
machine

Collect postcards from voters.
Determine precinct and ballot attributes.
Encode ballot card for insertion into voting
machine.
Collect ballot cards from departing voters.

Supervisor

Supervisor‘s table
Floating as needed

Supervise vote center operation and resolve
problems.
Make registration/address changes.
Process provisional ballots.
Assist voters as needed.
Fill in for other workers, as needed.
Collect ballot cards from departing voters.

Workers performing different roles are primarily located at a specific station and are trained in the
specific functions performed at that station. Targeted cross-training permits workers to rotate to other
stations as needs dictate.
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The Vote Centers in Wayne County followed a very similar arrangement with one major
exception. At the second station—the check-in—Wayne County had two different lines. One line
utilized the SVRS to validate the registration of the voter and the eligibility to vote. The second line
utilized an Electronic Poll Book that was customized by Wayne County technicians as a back-up and
verification of the SVRS system. This redundancy created longer wait times but was planned as a failsafe method for the first use of the SVRS in the county.
As the election administrators turned to planning the general election of 2008 it was clear from
their experience that several steps were absolutely essential in planning the installation of Vote Centers.
These steps were verified by the research team and they are depicted in Chart 6 on the following page.
Although the installation of Vote Centers in Tippecanoe County was a decision independent of
the type of voting machines used in the county, it is worth noting that the machines were all Premier
(formerly Diebold) TSX machines. They are touch-screen, Direct-Recording Electronic (DRE)
equipment. They utilize an encoded card that is inserted in the machine to bring up the correct ballot.
No paper forms were used except for provisional ballots. The overwhelming majority of Tippecanoe
County voters appeared to be familiar with how to operate the voting equipment in terms of inserting
and removing the encoded ballot and navigating the screens. In a very few instances voters indicated
that the wrong ballot appeared, which the Ballot Judges or the Supervisor were able to quickly correct.
A machine was available at each Vote Center if a voter requested audio capabilities and all machines
had adjustable legs to provide wheelchair accessibility. Privacy shields for voters casting a provisional
ballot were not available, but the Vote Centers we observed had ample table space to accommodate
them, usually contiguous to the Supervisor‘s area.
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Chart 6
Steps in the Voting Process at Vote Centers
Station

Purpose

Greeter

Answer questions, provide direction, and manage voter traffic.
Control entrance to the vote center and direct voters to exit(s) after
voting.
Ask arriving voters for postcards; validate that each voter has valid
identification.
Collect ballot cards from departing voters.
Alert the Supervisor to potential issues.

Check-In

Use Electronic Poll Book system(s).
Ensure proper ID and validate voter registration and eligibility to
vote.
Record voting transaction and mark postcard ―Checked In‖.
Note correct precinct (and split) and ballot style on postcard.
Obtain voter‘s signature on postcard.

Ballot
Encoding

Use ballot card encoding system(s).
Collect postcards from voters.
Determine precinct and ballot attributes.
Encode ballot card for insertion into voting machine.
Deposit post card in post card storage in chronological order.
Collect ballot cards from departing voters, if not collected by Greeter.

Voting

Use electronic voting machines.
Voter/escort inserts encoded ballot card into voting machine.
Voter ensures correct ballot and records ballot choices.
Voter completes voting transaction by casting ballot.
Voter/escort returns ballot card to ballot encoding station or Greeter.

Provisional
Ballot

Use paper provisional ballots.
Supervisor validates information from check-in.
Supervisor provides voter with provisional ballot, in designated area.
Supervisor collects provisional ballot from voter when completed.

A significant challenge that Wayne County election administrators encountered in the May 6,
2008 primary was with long lines that resulted from redundant computer check-in stations that were
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established as a fail-safe device in case the SVRS system was found to be improperly functioning.9
With the record turnout in the primary it became clear that this redundancy created a bottleneck in the
voting process. As the lines lengthened some voters became confused as to which line they should join
and there were no staff members available to direct the voters. The staff members were well-trained and
polite, but somewhat overwhelmed by the number of voters. The analysis by the research team also
revealed that based on voter arrival rates and average voting times, Wayne County did not have enough
voting machines located at the First English and Kuhlman Vote Centers during the May 6 primary.
With this methodological background and summary of initial findings, the two central research
questions are addressed in the following section.

II.

DATA ANALYSIS
Do Vote Centers Increase Voter Turnout?
In our first report in 2008 on the use of Indiana Vote Centers in the 2007 municipal elections we
controlled for the competitiveness of election contests when comparing voter turnout between the
municipal election years of 2003 and 2007. We found there was no statistically significant turnout
difference between the 2003 local elections that used traditional precincts and the 2007 elections when
Vote Centers were in place. We detected an increase in voter turnout in one city in Tippecanoe County,
where Vote Centers were in place and there was a competitive race for mayor, but that increase was
matched in a control county that used traditional precincts and also had a competitive mayoral race. We
concluded that competitive races have much more to do with spurring turnout than the existence of Vote
Centers.10

9

Report on Indiana Vote Centers in the 2008 Primary Elections, submitted to the PEW Charitable Trusts, PEW Center on the
States, Make Voting Work Initiative, June, 2008.
10

Report on Indiana Vote Centers in the 2007 Municipal Elections, submitted to the PEW Charitable Trusts, PEW Center on
the States, Make Voting Work Initiative, February, 2008.
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When we examined voter turnout in our second report, following the May 6, 2008 primary
election, we concluded, again, that the ―presence of Vote Centers as compared to counties with
traditional precincts does not, in and of themselves, spur voter turnout. As a percent of registered voters,
turnout in the control counties was very similar to the Vote Center counties.‖ 11
Now, with the 2008 general election over, we see that the voter turnout statewide in Indiana rose
4.5 percentage points, from 54.8 percent in 2004 to 59.4 percent in 2008. These figures are based on the
voting eligible population (VEP). 12
Table 3 shows the 2008 turnout and election results for the three Vote Center counties and the
three control counties. These figures are based on the number of registered voters in the state,
according to the official figures from the Indiana Secretary of State, not on the VEP. The range in
turnout based on registered voters among all ninety-two Indiana counties was from a low of 49 percent
to a high of 79 percent. Both of these figures are from counties that used traditional precincts.
Table 3
2008 General Election Turnout in Vote Center and Control Counties
_______________________________________________________________________
Vote Center
County
Cass
Tippecanoe
Wayne

Pres.
Turnout Winner/Margin
72%
67%
56%

McCain 53%
Obama 55%
McCain 51%

Control
County

Turnout

Jackson
59%
Monroe
70%
Bartholomew 59%

Pres.
Winner/Margin
McCain 56%
Obama 66%
McCain 55%

Source: Indiana Secretary of State Election Results available at www.in.gov/apps/sos/election/general/general2008 Accessed
on December 5, 2009.

11

Report on Indiana Vote Centers in the 2008 Primary Elections, submitted to the PEW Charitable Trusts, PEW Center on
the States, Make Voting Work Initiative, June, 2008.
12
Michael McDonald, 2008 General Election Turnout Rates. Available at http://elections. Gmu.edu/Turnout_2008G.html.
Accessed on December 5, 2009.
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The statewide average turnout by number of registered voters in the 2008 general election was 62
percent, which is very close to the estimated national turnout of 61.6 percent. Obama won the
presidential race in Indiana, receiving 1,374,039 votes to McCain‘s 1,345,648, for a winning percentage
of the two-party vote of 50.52%. 13
When the turnout averages of the Vote Center counties are compared with the control counties,
the findings from our previous reports are reconfirmed. The mere presence of Vote Centers does not in
and of itself increase turnout by making voting more convenient as compared to traditional precincts.
This finding corresponds to the findings cited in the ―2008 Survey of the Performance of American
Elections‖ which reported on survey responses during Super Tuesday of the primary election season.
The authors found that ―97% of respondents found it ―very easy‖ or ―fairly easy‖ to find their polling
place on Super Tuesday (or in early voting).‖ 14 Vote Centers make it possible to stop at any polling
place in the county to cast your ballot on Election Day, but this convenience factor is not substantial
enough to attract a large number of citizens who have not voted regularly in the past. Our data clearly
show, however, that Vote Centers certainly do not depress voter turnout, even in those elections where
Vote Centers are initially used and the change may confuse or discourage some voters.
Another factor that can increase turnout is voter mobilization efforts by political parties and
candidates. In 2008 Indiana was targeted by the Obama campaign. Indiana exit polls showed that
Obama carried 88 percent of the Democratic identifiers, with McCain carrying 86 percent of the
Republicans. The race was won among the independents where Obama won 54 percent to 43 percent.
He carried both the large city and small city voters and narrowly lost the suburbs (45% to 54%). The

13

Indiana Secretary of State Election Results available at www.in.gov/apps/sos/election/general/general2008 Accessed on
December 5, 2009.
14
R. Michael Alverez, Stephen Ansolabehere, Adam Berinsky, Gabriel Lenz, Charles Stewart III, and Thad Hall, “2008 Survey
of the Performance of American Elections: Final Report,” p. 12. Available at
http://vote.caltech.edu/drupal/files/report/Final%20report20090218.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
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rural areas favored McCain 55 percent to 44 percent.15 Unfortunately, there are no published exit polls
for Indiana in 2004.
The history of voter turnout in Indiana reveals growing numbers of voters, much of which can be
attributed to population growth. Beginning in 1920, the first presidential election following women‘s
suffrage, Indiana has seen an increase in turnout in 17 of 23 presidential elections. The six elections in
which turnout declined are comprised of the two elections during and after World War II (1944 and
1948) and the uncompetitive presidential elections in 1964, 1984, 1988 and 1996.16 Again, competitive
elections, and candidate and voter mobilization efforts to get voters to the polls appear to impact turnout
more than the presence of Vote Centers. This finding is corroborated by the final report on the 2008
General Election from the Tippecanoe County Board of Elections and Registrations where it is noted
that ―It would be tempting to declare that Vote Centers were responsible for the turnout in this election
but it would be more accurate to say that the races on the ballot were responsible for the high voter
turnout.‖17
Another aspect of the voter mobilization efforts in Indiana is the surge in early voting. Similar to
the Obama tactic in other battleground states, the campaign encouraged people to vote early. This
message was delivered both in paid advertising as well as through local Obama campaign offices, which
sponsored free rides to courthouses where early voting occurs.18 In Vote Center counties early voting
was a major factor. Table 4 shows the percent of voters in the Vote Center counties who voted early.

15

CNN, Election Center 2008, Indiana Exit Poll Results. Available at: www.cnn.com/ELECTION/2008results/polls/#INP00p1.
Accessed on December 5, 2009.
16
Analysis derived from data available at www.uselectionatlas.org. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
17
Tippecanoe County Board of Elections and Registration, Tippecanoe County, General Election 2008, p. 4. Available at
www.tippecanoe.in.gov/egov/docs/1214422903_349029.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
18
Under Indiana law early voting can occur in the county office of the Circuit Court Clerk and “satellite offices” can be
established by unanimous vote of the local election board. Specific locations must be specified and hours established. See
IC 3-11-10-26.3.
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Table 4
Early Voting in Vote Center Counties, November, 2008
Vote Center County Voters Voting

Early Voters

Percent

Cass
16,017
10,675
66.6%
Tippecanoe
69,574
30,796
44.3%
Wayne
29,085
4,333
14.9%
NOTE: The Cass and Wayne County ―early voters‖ include the regular absentee voters as well as inperson early voters at Vote Centers. The Tippecanoe ―early voters‖ are all in-person at the Vote
Centers.
Source: Indiana Secretary of State Election Results available at www.in.gov/apps/sos/election/general/general2008.
Accessed on December 5, 2009.

These figures show great variation among the three counties in early voters. The statewide
average of all early voters comprised of in-person early voters, regular absentees (by mail) and by the
traveling ―sick board,‖ was 23.6 percent of all voters voting.19 Cass and Tippecanoe Counties were
significantly higher than the statewide average. Wayne County, however, was substantially below the
statewide average. One explanation is that Wayne County operated only three early voting Vote
Centers, one of which was in the county courthouse in downtown Richmond, Indiana. Cass and
Tippecanoe counties had more sites, with Tippecanoe opening Vote Centers for nine hours a day for
nine days, beginning Saturday, October 25, at three major grocery stores as well as Faith Community
Center. Of the 30,796 early in-person voters in Tippecanoe County, 76.9 percent, or 23,687 voted at
these four early Voting Centers.20 These Tippecanoe County Vote Centers were open on Sundays, as
well. Clearly, the Tippecanoe County experience shows that placement of early voting sites with
extended hours in areas of high traffic will attract citizens to vote early. The 2008 general election

19

Michael McDonald, (Nearly) Final Early Voting Statistics. Available at http://elections.
Gmu.edu/Early_Voting_2008_Final.html. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
20
Compiled from Tippecanoe County Board of Elections and Registration, Tippecanoe County, General Election 2008, pp.
3-5. Available at www.tippecanoe.in.gov/egov/docs/1214422903_349029.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
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report from Tippecanoe County states: ―The grocery store locations were very popular.‖21
When 2008 early voting rates are compared with the 2007 early voting rates in the municipal
elections, Tippecanoe County increased substantially, from 30 percent to 44.3 percent. Wayne County,
on the other hand, markedly declined from 44.8 percent to only 14.9 percent. 22 The surge in Tippecanoe
County was undoubtedly fueled by the better placement of early voting sites and the longer open times.
Wayne County maintained the same number of early voting sites, and although their total number of
early voters more than doubled (from 2,115 to 4,333), the much higher 2008 turnout decreased the
percentage of early voters. It appears early voting will increase by making early voting more convenient
in terms of the number and locations of Vote Centers, as well as continuing to remind citizens of the
early voting opportunity.
The Indiana data clearly indicate that early voting will increase with Vote Centers as compared
to traditional precincts if the Vote Centers are located in high traffic areas for an extended period of days
before the election. In this case, the advantage of Vote Centers over traditional precincts (in which early
voting, of course, could take place) is that a citizen can stop at any convenient Vote Center prior to
Election Day, whereas in counties with early voting at precincts, voters would still be required to appear
at that precinct polling place. An additional advantage of Vote Centers is that they have the ability of
being able to support ―mobile‖ voting sites. Voting machines with the proper technical equipment for
accessing the SVRS could be placed in trailers that could be stationed and moved to high pedestrian
traffic locations prior to Election Day. In all likelihood this innovation also would add to the number of
early voters.

21

Ibid., p. 7.
See Report on Indiana Vote Centers in the 2007 Municipal Elections, submitted in February, 2008, and “Report on Indiana
Vote Centers in the 2008 Primary Elections, submitted in June, 2008. Both reports were submitted to the Pew Charitable
Trusts, Pew Center on the States, Make Voting Work Initiative.
22
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Another aspect of voter turnout is the time of day that voters show up at the polls. Tippecanoe
County analyzed the time of day voting at Vote Centers over three elections: the 2007 municipal
general election; the May 6, 2008 primary election and the November 4, 2008 general election. Voter
turnout by hour showed a similar pattern over all three elections, with one exception. The 2008 general
election showed the early morning hours (6 am to 11 am) the highest turnout hours of the day. In the
2007 general and the 2008 primary the time of day most voters showed at the Vote Centers were 3 pm to
6 pm. Overall, the Tippecanoe County experience shows that there is a fairly even dispersion of voters
throughout the time blocks of the voting day with the only exception being the 2008 November election
where the heaviest voting was early in the day. But the Vote Centers were properly staffed and
provisioned so that the final report on the 2008 general election was able to say the ―When poll workers
cleared out the lines, generally by 7:00 a.m., voters could walk in at any Vote Center and vote with little
to no waiting.‖ 23
B. Do Vote Centers Save Money?
In a December, 2008, report entitled Data for Democracy issued by the Pew Center on the States
under the Make Voting Work project, a particular challenge was cited in the section on ―convenience
voting:‖
Evaluating Cost: Some states, including Oregon and Washington, have reported significant cost
savings when administering the vote by mail rather than at precincts. With limited data on the
cost of elections, it is difficult to evaluate these claims. Others suggest that the costs are actually
higher when a jurisdiction must run a ―hybrid‖ election system—that is, one with both traditional
election day polling places and one or more methods of convenience voting—because of
additional staffing and equipment needs. How can election costs be evaluated, and how much
are we willing to pay for convenience? 24

23

Tippecanoe County Board of Elections and Registration, Tippecanoe County, General Election 2008, p. 11. Available at
www.tippecanoe.in.gov/egov/docs/1214422903_349029.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
24
PEW Center on the States, Data for Democracy: Improving Elections Through Metrics and Measurement, p.35. Available
at www.pewcenteronthestates.org/uploadFiles/Final%20DfD.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009
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These questions focus on practical aspects of governmental cost accounting. A standard measure
for determining costs of holding an election is to calculate total expenditures on a ―cost per vote basis.‖
This approach, though a useful and very interesting metric, is particularly challenging due to the reasons
for which turnout can vary and to economies of scale that result from total voter registration and turnout.
Election administrators, however, are practical individuals. They know an election is to be held
on a specific date at specific times whether or not anyone shows up at the polls. Consequently, polls are
open and costs of operating a Vote Center or a traditional precinct are incurred, even if all voters stay
home. This scenario dramatizes how significantly ―cost per vote‖ calculations are a function of turnout.
Higher turnout means less cost per vote. In reality, however, there is a threshold of fixed costs in
conducting an election. There is a baseline, but the baseline differs depending on the type of polling
place that is dictated by state law. If an election is conducted totally by mail, then the baseline cost is
quite different from an election held only on one day with traditional neighborhood precinct polling
places. In short, calculation of total cost or total cost-per-vote is fraught with challenges.
This section examines cost comparisons between Vote Centers and traditional precincts. The
Indiana experience is for counties to move from traditional neighborhood precinct polling places to Vote
Centers. But even this process presents challenges in determining what, if any, savings are realized.
Differences in financial practices from one county to the next constitute a major challenge. Accounting
differences range from the effort to isolate election-related expenses to the degree of detail with which
those expenses are captured. What constitutes a single expense line-item in County A may be divided
into multiple lines for County B and may be lumped into a broader operational account in County C.
Another factor is that election officials have considerable latitude in how they implement elections –
especially with Vote Centers – and many of the choices they make affect costs.
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This section focuses on the comparison of costs between using Vote Centers versus traditional
precincts. The first such cost comparison between traditional precincts and Vote Centers was performed
by the staff of the Board of Elections and Administration in Tippecanoe County when they assessed the
costs of using Vote Centers in the municipal general election of 2007 versus the costs they would have
expected to incur had they stayed with precincts. The report states that:
Some of the cost savings are obvious; fewer polling places means fewer poll workers are needed.
In a conventional precinct election for the 2007 Municipal elections, we would have had 260 poll
workers; we needed 142 [with Vote Centers]. (The actual head count is slightly higher, some workers
split shifts.) Obviously, we also then spent less on training and meals.
We also spent considerably less on part-time labor and spent nothing on overtime. Part-time
labor would have been expended for providing in-office absentee voting and overtime for our in-office
workers who worked on Saturday. Since we had three satellite locations open on Saturday, the Election
Board decided not to open the Courthouse for voting on Saturdays. There would have been additional
costs in a precinct election because security and maintenance crews were not required on the two
Saturdays before the election. No attempt has been made to quantify these costs.
Equipment transportation increased with Vote Centers because we were also moving computers.
The cost of mailing the postcards to each registered voter was expensive (especially since about 11% of
them were returned as undeliverable) but necessary.
We also spent a significant amount of money on voter outreach; we were very fortunate in that
we had a source of funds that permitted us to advertise on the radio and do direct mailings. The onetime cost of developing the software and voter outreach costs were paid from other county budgets and
are not included in the [following] table. The table shows the comparison between the cost of a precinct
election and the cost of a Vote Center election. The costs associated with the Vote Center are actual
expenses for 2007; the costs for the precinct election are estimates.25
As data in Table 5 shows, during the first use of Vote Centers in Tippecanoe County in the 2007
municipal general elections in the cities of Lafayette and West Lafayette, twenty-two Vote Centers
replaced what would have been fifty-two precinct-based polling places. The Table illustrates
comparison of costs for the same population of voters using two scenarios: 1) keeping all 52 precincts in
place, 2) replacing these precincts with 22 Vote Centers.

25

Tippecanoe County Board of Elections and Registration, Tippecanoe County, Primary 2008: Looking Forward to Fall, pp.
9-10. Available at www.tippecanoe.in.gov/egov/docs/1214422903_349029.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
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Table 5
COST COMPARISON BETWEEN PRECINCT AND VOTE CENTER ELECTION
TIPPECANOE COUNTY, 2007 MUNICIPAL ELECTION
Precincts
Number of Polling places
Registered Voters
Number of Voters
Number of Poll Workers – Full-Time
Number of Poll Workers –Part-Time
Number of Greeters

Vote Centers

52
48,486
16,080
260
0
0

22
48,486
16,080
96
21
25

Part-time Labor
Overtime
Poll Workers
Election Day Workers
Traveling Board
Set-Up Crew
Satellite Absentee Workers
Meals
Absentee Ballot Direct Costs
Printing Poll books (Direct Costs Only)
Provisional Ballot Costs
Rentals
Equipment Transportation
Printing/Mailing Postcards
Training

$10,234
$ 1,400
$35,620
$ 1,871
$ 626
$ 459
0
$ 5,375
$ 2,710
$ 1,782
$ 146
$ 2,850
$ 4,435
0
$ 7,500

$ 3,271
0
$16,253
$ 1,253
$ 297
$ 1,078
$ 7,503
$ 3,677
$ 1,119
0
0
0
$ 5,200
$12,465
$ 4,510

TOTAL
Cost Per Vote

$75,008
$ 4.66

$56,626
$ 3.52

NOTE: Figures in the ―Precincts‖ column are estimates.

Reducing the number of locations drove down total staffing levels for the election by nearly onehalf (260 poll workers for the precincts and 142 for the Vote Centers, of which 21 of the poll workers
were part-time). This staffing reduction had a ripple effect throughout most of the expense categories.
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It required less part-time labor to set-up and operate the Vote Centers; less cost to feed the Election Day
workers; and it saved money on worker training. Expenses increased for Vote Centers in the areas of
satellite (early voting) locations, equipment transportation--because of computer equipment--and the
printing and mailing of postcards. Overall figures in the table indicate a savings of $18,382. On a ―cost
per vote,‖ the precincts would have required $4.66 per voter as compared to the Vote Center‘s cost of
$3.52. This amounts to a 24.5 percent savings.
In November, 2008 a similar cost comparison was made in Tippecanoe County and these data
are displayed in Table 6 on the following page. Having gained experience in the municipal elections of
2007 and the May 2008 primary, only 20 Vote Centers were needed to accommodate the entire county
for the 2008 general election. These 20 Vote Centers replaced the 92 precinct polling places that would
have been required under the traditional model. It was estimated that 582 poll workers would have been
needed to staff the 92 traditional precincts in 2008, versus the 192 people actually used to support the 20
Vote Centers. A major factor in being able to reduce the number of Vote Centers to 20 was the
realization that effective early voting effort with Vote Centers would reduce the long lines that would
otherwise occur on Election Day in a high-turnout election. Table 6 breaks down the expenses and cost
per vote is calculated on the basis of the 69,574 voters. With many more voters, the cost per vote
decreased from the 2007 general election, but the total cost to staff the 20 Vote Centers in 2008 swelled
from $56,626 to $99,852 – an increase of more than 76 percent. On a cost per vote basis, the savings
over using precincts amounted to 61 cents for every voter – almost 30% for this election.
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Table 6
Comparison of Costs Between Vote Centers and Traditional Precincts
Tippecanoe County, November 2008
Tippecanoe County – November 2008 – Vote Centers – 69,574 Voters
IMMEDIATE EXPENSES
(direct costs per election)

Vote Centers
(actual)

Traditional
Precincts
(estimated)

29,304

70,380

0.42

1.01

-

16,470

-

0.24

1,342

1,512

0.02

0.02

16,237

-

0.23

-

-

5,232

-

0.08

2,475

1,616

0.04

0.02

Traveling Board

414

768

0.01

0.01

Sign Installers

76

-

0.00

-

2,400

-

0.03

1,286

-

0.02

-

6,110

12,555

0.09

0.18

2,145

-

0.03

9,500

0.09

0.14

Labor
Poll workers
Assistant poll clerks
Election day office help
Satellite absentee workers
Part-time (incremental)
Overtime

Vote Center Traditional
Cost / Vote Cost / Vote

Facilities
Rentals

-

Internet
Other
Absentee Ballots
Poll Books

-

Equipment Transportation

6,478

Postcards – Print & Mail

23,022

-

0.33

-

Training

8,830

11,800

0.13

0.17

Meals

4,277

8,280

0.06

0.12

99,851

142,658

1.44

2.05

Total

Source: Tippecanoe County Board of Elections and Registration, Tippecanoe County, General Election 2008, pp. 15-16.
Available at www.tippecanoe.in.gov/egov/docs/1214422903_349029.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.

The cost savings reported by Tippecanoe County are confirmed from data provided by Cass
County in the November, 2008, general election. The Cass County data are shown in Table 7. The
expenses for the traditional precincts are estimates. Similar to Tippecanoe County, there were
substantial reductions in staff and equipment in Cass County, with an even more impressive estimated
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savings of 51.5% in direct expenses. On a cost-per-vote basis, Cass County realized a savings of $1.92
per voter.
Table 7
Comparison of Costs Between Vote Centers and Traditional Precincts
Cass County, November 2008
Cass County – November 2008 – Vote Centers – 16,017 Voters

IMMEDIATE EXPENSES
(direct costs per election)

Vote Centers
(actual)

Traditional
(estimated)

Vote Center
cost / vote

Traditional
cost / vote

3,175

23,000

0.20

1.44

200

400

0.01

0.02

Satellite absentee workers

9,300

4,000

0.58

0.25

Part-time (incremental)

1,785

1,700

0.11

0.11

Traveling Board

1,372

1,200

0.09

0.07

Other (set-up)

1,750

7,000

0.11

0.44

250

1,000

0.02

0.06

1,638

7,000

0.10

0.44

(in supplies)

2,500

100

2,500

0.01

0.16

Postcards – Printing, Mailing

6,030

0

0.38

0.00

Training

1,200

3,000

0.07

0.19

Meals

1,200

4,000

0.07

0.25

Legal Notices

1,000

2,500

0.06

0.16

29,000

59,800

1.81

3.75

Labor
Poll workers
Election day office help

Facilities
Rentals
Other
Supplies
Poll Books
Equipment Transportation

Total

0.16

Source: Data provided by County Clerk of Cass County, Indiana, pers. Com.

It is important to note that the costs pertaining to the early voting Vote Centers are also included.
But certain ―long-term expenses‖ are omitted. These long-term expenses include the cost of acquiring
voting machines and ballot encoders. The cost of purchasing voting machines would have been incurred
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even with precinct polling places. In the 2008 November election in Tippecanoe County there was an
additional charge of $1,286 to establish high-speed Internet connections at some of the Vote Centers.26
Clearly, a significant cost advantage is that staffing of Vote Centers can be tailored to expected
turnout. Tippecanoe County started with the premise that each Vote Center had a supervisor (under the
old precinct system called an ―inspector‖) and a lead judge from the opposite party.27 The supervisors
in Tippecanoe County were Republicans and the lead judges were Democrats. These individuals had to
be present all day in their assigned Vote Center. All other staff members could work shorter shifts, as
needs and resources dictated.
Another approach to analyzing comparative election expenses is to focus on individual
expenditure items. For example, the expense associated with printing and mailing postcards to each
registered voter in a Vote Center county can comprise close to half of the non-personnel costs of
conducting the election. When comparing models, it is assumed that postcards are not required for an
election where polling places are precinct-based, but in fact they are also not required for Vote Center
elections – as long as a satisfactory means of capturing voter signatures is in place. In addition to being
a mechanism to capture each voter‘s signature, postcards also serve to remind voters when and where to
vote and are useful for maintaining voter rolls in years when they qualify for the non-discriminatory
mailing under the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (Motor Voter). An expense that is not
usually reported for traditional precincts is the cost of printing poll books that are used by election clerks
to verify that a voter is registered and to capture the signature of that voter. Several copies of poll books
are printed and distributed and these costs can partially offset the expense of printing and mailing Vote
Center postcards.
26

Tippecanoe County Board of Elections and Registration, Tippecanoe County, General Election 2008, p. 16. Available at
www.tippecanoe.in.gov/egov/docs/1214422903_349029.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
27
IC 3-6-6-8 specifies that “The county chairman of the major political party whose candidate for the office of secretary of
state received the highest vote in the county at the last election may nominate a voter for the office of inspector.” The
Republican candidate for secretary of state in the last election carried Tippecanoe County.
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Another individual expenditure item is rental costs. In Tippecanoe County the costs for renting
buildings for Vote Centers were zero, since only 20 physical facilities were needed and all 20 locations
that would be used were either public buildings for which no (direct) costs were incurred or the other
buildings were donated for Election Day use. However, if 92 precincts had to be open on Election Day,
some rental costs would have had to be budgeted. Because maintaining precinct voting would have
required Internet access in 92 locations compared to the 20 Vote Centers, actual cost savings are
probably greater than estimated by Tippecanoe County officials who did not provide data on this item in
their cost comparison. 28
By far the most expensive component of conducting either a precinct-based or Vote Center
election is personnel. Total labor expenses required to conduct an election can be isolated to each
individual election (excluding the cost of permanent election staff) and represents a significant expense
category. Tippecanoe County had 69,574 voters for the November 2008 election and total labor
expenses comprised almost exactly half of all direct expenses for the election:
$ 49,848 ($0.72 per voter) under the Vote Center model;
$ 95,978 ($1.38 per voter) estimated if using a precinct-based model.
The differences in these labor expense totals can be attributed to staff utilization. Staff deployment and
utilization is much less efficient across 92 precinct-based polling sites than in the 20 larger Vote
Centers. In this case, the average number of voters served by a poll worker in the November 2008
general election was raised to 460 using Vote Centers, compared to 119 using precincts. As we will
show in the next section on public acceptance of Vote Centers, this increased productivity did not
adversely affect voter satisfaction.

28

Tippecanoe County Board of Elections and Registration, Tippecanoe County, General Election 2008, p. 16. Available at
www.tippecanoe.in.gov/egov/docs/1214422903_349029.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
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One complicating factor in staffing polling places in Indiana and in many other states is state
laws requiring representation of individuals from both major political parties as poll workers in each
precinct polling place or Vote Center. Under Indiana law, the county election board appoints precinct
workers, but the county chairman of each of the major political parties is entitled to appoint an election
judge for each polling place, as well as poll clerks, assistant poll clerks, and election sheriffs.29 When
Vote Centers are in operation, Indiana law allows the county election board also to appoint one or more
―greeters‖ for each Vote Center.30 The role of political parties in the administration of polling places is
becoming a problem as fewer and fewer individuals are available for nomination by the county chairs of
the two major parties. Moreover, even when individuals are nominated for positions, they often fail to
follow through on their responsibilities. In Indiana‘s largest county, Marion, in the 2007 municipal
primary, five precinct polling places did not open on Election Day because poll workers did not show
up.31 Moreover, in a few instances in Vote Center counties, where the county election board has
authority to assign workers to the respective centers, the political party chairs requested certain of their
workers be assigned to certain locations, thereby asserting partisan pressure on the staffing of the Vote
Centers. Indiana law does allow the county election board to disqualify a poll worker if he or she fails
to attend any required training.32 This provision, of course, does not guarantee that any worker will not
be late or absent on Election Day.
Taking the discussion of poll workers one step further, dealing with part-time employees is one
of the great challenges to effectively executing an election. Recruiting, tracking, training, deploying,
supporting, and compensating 67 percent fewer people significantly eases the preparation required for a
successful election. It also permits election officials to maintain a higher-quality pool of poll worker

29

See IC 3-6-6.
See IC 3-11-18-15.
31
Robert King, Voters Shut Out in Marion County, Indianapolis Star, May 9, 2007, p. A1.
32
See IC 3-6-6-7(5).
30
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candidates across successive elections.
Expenses related to in-person early voting differ greatly depending on the state laws that govern
the early voting process. Our data show that in-person early-voting at Vote Centers increases turnout
during the early voting period, thereby relieving pressure on Election Day facilities caused by long lines.
Consequently, some costs for staffing and maintaining early voting locations in Vote Center counties are
offset by having more efficient processing of voters on Election Day.
In addition to the direct costs of conducting a specific election, it is important to quantify longterm costs spread over multiple elections. For comparative analysis, a portion of these long-term costs
should be allocated to each election. Most important among these is the cost of voting equipment,
which may include ballot encoding machines, depending on the type of voting machines used. As with
poll workers, a higher utilization is possible for voting machines when they are deployed across fewer,
larger voting locations. Because voting equipment is expensive, total differences in equipment expense
allocation can be significant.
If we assume the cost of a new voting machine to be approximately $5,000, and that the useful
life of a machine is 10 elections (a $500 per machine per election cost), then increasing utilization from
165 to 230 voters per machine means that a county expecting 100,000 voters on Election Day can
reduce the number of voting machines it must own by 170, a savings of $85,000 per election.33 Further
expense avoidance associated with transportation, storage, and maintenance create significant additional
opportunities for savings.
Cass County presents another perspective on the long-term savings of Vote Centers. Cass
County had to purchase new voting machines for the 2008 elections because their previous vendor had
gone out of business. Because Cass County was converting to Vote Centers, election administrators
estimate that an additional investment of approximately $500,000 in election-related equipment would
33

These estimates are based upon discussions with County Clerks and vendors for voting systems.
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be required to revert back to a traditional precinct-based voting model. Using our assumption of
equipment lasting for 10 elections, we can use this to attribute a further savings of $50,000 per election
as a result of this county‘s use of Vote Centers.
Table 8 presents expense data from one of our control counties, Bartholomew. In the 2008
general election, Bartholomew County served 31,516 voters at 69 precinct locations. The Table shows
that their cost per vote was $2.76, a cost figure that is larger than both Cass County and Tippecanoe
Counties which utilized Vote Centers.
Table 8
Actual Costs for Conducting 2008 General Election in Bartholomew County
Bartholomew County – November 2008 – Vote Centers 31,516 Voters
IMMEDIATE EXPENSES
(direct costs per election)

Units

Traditional
(actual)

Traditional
cost / vote

285

30,760

0.98

21

3,600

0.11

Satellite absentee workers

6

19,165

0.61

Part-time (incremental)

2

2,484

0.08

Overtime

7

2,831

0.09

14

10,435

0.33

Other – Computer Technicians

2

1,000

0.03

Other – Machines Technician

2

8,150

0.26

18

900

0.06

6,333

0

0.00

1,005

0

0.00

67

0

0.00

4

1,200

0.04

Training

231

2,310

0.07

Meals

285

4,275

0.14

87,110

2.76

Labor
Poll workers
Election day office help

Traveling Board

Facilities
Rentals
Other
Absentee Ballots (print own)
Provisional Ballots (print own)
Poll Books (print own)
Equipment Transportation

Total
Source: Pers. Comm. From County Clerk.
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The Indiana data clearly show that operating Vote Centers instead of traditional precincts results
in substantial savings. The largest savings come in reducing the number of poll workers needed to staff
the voting sites. In terms of fixed costs, such as the costs of acquiring voting machines, these expenses
can be substantially reduced with effective programs that properly sites Vote Centers and provides for
early voting opportunities.
III. PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF VOTE CENTERS
A.

Media Reports
An important element in any significant change in public policy is media support and public

acceptance. This first section summarizes the media coverage of Vote Center operations in Indiana in
2008.
When the 2008 Indiana General Assembly convened in January, expanding the use of Vote
Centers was among the many agenda items. Indiana Secretary of State Todd Rokita, a long-time
advocate of Vote Centers, supported a bill that would allow any Indiana county to create Vote Centers to
replace traditional precincts. Indiana law had already authorized as many as four counties to establish
the centers and two counties, Tippecanoe and Wayne, applied for and received authorization from the
State Election Commission to use Vote Centers in the 2007 municipal elections, as well as the 2008
primary and general elections.
Secretary of State Rokita, in supporting the bill to allow all counties to adopt the centers, said,
―Our election process has remained the same for more than 100 years, yet our lifestyles have changed
significantly, Vote Centers mean voting the way we live today and no longer worrying about finding the
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right precinct because any center in the county will work. The concept also means savings for taxpayers
by significantly reducing the cost of election administration.‖ 34
But the 2008 legislative session failed to pass a bill authorizing all Indiana counties to adopt
Vote Centers. With the House of Representatives controlled by the Democrats and the State Senate
controlled by the Republicans, a conference committee was unable to agree on one version of the bill.
According to an Associated Press report, The State Election Commission, however, authorized a third
county, Cass, in North Central Indiana, to establish and use Vote Centers in the 2008 election cycle.
In the run-up to the May 6 primary election, there was increased news coverage of Vote Centers,
particularly in local newspapers in the three Vote Center counties. For example, in an editorial in the
Lafayette, Indiana, newspaper, the opinion was that ―…May 6 will be another test of the vote centers.
Turnout for primaries is usually much lighter than for general elections, especially general elections that
feature high-profile contests, such as those for governor and president. A well-run election on May 6
will go far toward assuring the community that, come November, voters will participate in a system that
is convenient, accommodating and reliable.‖35
In April, the leading governmental/political newsletter in the state, Indiana Legislative Insight,
prominently featured findings from Ball State University‘s Bowen Center for Public Affairs regarding
the initial evaluation of Indiana Vote Centers during the 2007 elections.36 The research was supported
by the Pew Center on the States and the JEHT Foundation and the results were reported in a paper
delivered at the Midwest Political Science Association‘s annual meeting in Chicago. The newsletter
focused on the finding that, by themselves, Vote Centers did not contribute to a higher voter turnout.

34

Todd Rokita, “Vote Centers Legislation Passes Senate Committee, 7-3,” Press Release available at
www.in.gov/sos/elections/2818.htm. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
35
Primaries Offer New Vote Center Test, Journal and Courier, March 23, 2008, p. A12.
36
Ed Feigenbaum, “Centering on the Vote,” Indiana Legislative Insight, vol. 20, no. 6 (April 7, 2008, p. 1.
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Nevertheless, the voters overwhelmingly endorsed the Vote Centers in their responses to questions on a
voluntary questionnaire distributed after they voted.
Indiana news coverage quickly shifted away from Vote Centers in the week preceding the May 6
primary because of the U.S. Supreme Court‘s decision upholding Indiana‘s law requiring each
prospective voter to present photo identification at the polling place. The law was considered the most
stringent photo ID law in the nation. The decision had virtually no effect on Vote Center preparations,
however, because local election officials had been enforcing the photo ID law during the 2007 elections.
Anecdotal evidence from the Vote Centers in Tippecanoe County on May 6 showed overall
satisfaction with the process of voting. Sean Greene, with Electionline.org, was in the county observing
several different Vote Centers and posting his observations online for Pew-JEHT as part of the Vote
Center research projects. Greene filed postings on both a new voter identification law and the use of
vote centers in Tippecanoe County. Greene found the photo ID law drew mostly praise from local
officials and vote centers drew similar praise from voters in the Lafayette area where he visited.37
In Wayne County, long lines and long waits were reported in the local newspaper, but it
appeared that voters were not upset. County Clerk Sue Anne Lower stated that ―We expected a heavy
turnout and it came true.‖ 38
In the run-up to the November election, Vote Centers became an issue in the state‘s second most
populous county, Lake. Taking advantage of the Indiana state law that allows early, no-excuse voting at
the county courthouses, local officials interpreted the law to mean that satellite courthouses in the cities
of Hammond and Gary, as well as the county seat in Crown Point could have early voting. Republican

37

Sean Greene, Vote Centers Receive Mostly High Marks in Tippecanoe County, IN, electionlineWeekly, May 8, 2008.
Available at
http://www.pewcenteronthestates.org/uploadedFiles/wwwpewcenteronthestatesorg/Reports/Electionline_Reports/electi
onlineWeekly05.08.08.pdf. Accessed on December 5, 2009.
38
Bill Engle, 2008 Indiana Primary Election : Long Lines Pose Few Problems, Paladium-Item, May 7, 2008, p. A1.
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party officials disputed this interpretation and filed a motion in court to enjoin the practice in Hammond
and Gary. A court decision allowed the satellite courthouses to open for early voting. 39
Early voting proved to be very popular. Newspaper stories from throughout the state reported
heavy turnout and long lines. The Indiana Secretary of State‘s office reported that in the first 16 days of
early voting, ending 23 October, 221,099 citizens had cast ballots in the state, compared to 260,550 total
absentee ballots in 2004.40 The Indianapolis Star reported ―At early voting centers in Marion County
and its suburbs, the turnouts have shocked officials.‖41
Both Tippecanoe County and Wayne County experienced some minor problems on Election
Day. The Richmond newspaper referred to the Wayne County problems and ―unexplained glitches‖ that
delayed the reporting of election results.42 The Lafayette newspaper stated there was a ―slight snag‖ in
Tippecanoe County because a voting card had not been ―uploaded properly‖ and officials were
searching for the card.43
Newspaper coverage following the 2008 general election was very favorable to Vote Centers in
spite of the minor ―glitches‖ or a ―slight snag‖ here and there (see above). One controversy arose when
a recount was required in Tippecanoe County in an Indiana House of Representatives race. The
Republican candidate was declared the victor by 26 votes, but Democratic officials accused Tippecanoe
County election officials of ―not following state law through their use of vote centers.‖ However,
another Democratic lawyer opined that, ―Indiana‘s election laws are a ‗hodgepodge‘ and need to be
amended more regularly.‖ But he stated that regardless of what happens with statutory reform, he‘d like
39

Bill Dolan, Amid Court Battle, Early Voting Resumes, NorthwestIndiana Times, October 15, 2008. Available at
http://www.nwitimes.com/news/local/article_ac1af6c7-44bb-5a59-a9aa-bfabdf0cb253.html. Accessed on December 9,
2009.
40
The overall increase in early voting statewide does not detract from the finding that properly located Vote Centers
increase early voting. The Vote Center counties that located early voting centers in high traffic areas saw a much higher
early voting turnout than counties using traditional early voting sites.
41
Jason Thomas, Polls Packed Already, More Early Ballots Cast Than in 2004, Indianapolis Star, October 25, 2008, p. A1.
42
Bill Engle and Brian Zimmerman, Voting Moves Smoothly, Until Counting Glitch, Paladium-Item, November 5, 2008, P. A1.
43
Brian Wallheimer, Final Counts Delayed as Ballots Sorted, Journal and Courier, November 5, 2008, P. A8.
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to see the use of Vote Centers continue in Tippecanoe County. In the same article, the Tippecanoe
County Clerk, Linda Phillips strongly defended Vote Centers, pointing out the cost savings, estimating
―it would have cost close to $126,000 to process the 69,574 voters if the old precinct system were used,‖
but the Vote Centers needed fewer than half the poll workers that would have been needed with precinct
polling places and that ―cost savings brought the total election price tag down to $98,565.‖44
On December 27, 2008, Secretary of State Todd Rokita also defended Vote Centers for saving
money by saying, ―Not only are vote centers a good idea for voting in the 21st century, but it‘s a good
way to curb local government costs.‖ He pointed to the same advantages cited by Linda Phillips,
namely that fewer staff members are needed on Election Day and that many voters like the convenience
of being able to cast a ballot near their house, or on their lunch hour at a nearby Vote Center. 45
On December 29, 2008, two of the larger newspapers in the state in terms of circulation ran
articles in favor of adopting Vote Centers. The Ft. Wayne News-Sentinel asked the editorial question:
―What possible reason could there be to turn down the idea?‖ of Vote Centers. The editorial pointed out
that Vote Centers ―might not work in every county‖ because some ―are so spread out that having fewer
polling places might be an inconvenience for many.‖ 46
Overall, media reports of Indiana Vote Centers revealed a generally consistent coverage of the
major advantages as well as some minor operational problems that occurred on Election Day. The
newspapers were nearly unanimous, however, in endorsing Vote Centers, citing arguments of cost
savings and voter convenience.

44

Dorothy Schneider, Vote Centers Face Tough Criticism Outside County, Journal and Courier, December 11, 2008, P. A1.
Associated Press, Rokita Hopes to Widen Use of Vote Centers, Indianapolis Star, December 27, 2008, P. B1.
46
Editorial, Let All Counties Have the Option of Voting Centers, News-Sentinel, December 29, 2008. Available at
http://www.news-sentinel.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20081229/EDITORIAL/812290319. Accessed December 5, 2009.
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B. Summary of Questionnaire Data
Media endorsements of Vote Centers are important in shaping public opinion on specific events
and issues, but the most important factor is whether or not voters are satisfied with Vote Centers as
compared to their traditional way of voting in neighborhood precincts. To assess the extent to which
people were satisfied with the change from traditional precinct, we asked Cass County voters to
complete a questionnaire after they had cast their ballot in the 2008 general election. This is the same
method employed in Tippecanoe and Wayne Counties in the 2007 municipal elections and the May,
2008, primary. Using this method, 1,518 Cass County questionnaires were completed providing
information on the voters, when they voted, how they learned about the Vote Centers, how long it took
to vote, and their satisfaction with the process. Comparisons with the Tippecanoe and Wayne County
responses with the Cass County voters are documented when appropriate. A copy of the questionnaire
is included in the Appendix.
Our interest was not only in voter attitudes about the voting process, but also in identifying any
problems that could be corrected to provide for a more efficient and effective voting experience. The
completed questionnaires were somewhat skewed with 58.4 percent completed by women. However,
this still provided a sizable proportion of males and there were no significant relationships between
gender and the other questionnaire items. Regarding education, 35.2 percent of the respondents had a
high school diploma, 33.3 percent had taken some college courses, and 31.5 percent had completed a
college degree. A table of frequencies is contained in the Appendix in Table I.
Of major interest was whether or not people voted prior to Election Day. It has already been
established that properly placed Vote Centers can increase early voting.

Early voting could be a major

factor affecting an individual‘s level of satisfaction with the voting process since early voters,
presumably, would encounter shorter lines and could select a specific day and time to vote. A large
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proportion of Cass County respondents said they voted early (41.4%). 47 This rate could have been due
to the convenience of Vote Centers which were open for early voting, but it may also have been a
response to news reports that a heavy turnout was expected on Election Day, thereby influencing voters
to avoid long Election Day lines by voting early. However, these figures may simply reveal that early
voting in Indiana is becoming as successful as it is in some other states. According to figures compiled
by Michael McDonald at George Mason University, early voting in November, 2008 ranged from a low
of 5.8 percent in Kentucky to a high of 79.3 percent in Colorado. The 41.4 percent reported for Cass
County, Indiana, is higher than the average of just over 34 percent nationally based on states reported by
McDonald.48 Tippecanoe County, with more history utilizing Vote Centers reported an even higher
early voting percentage.
When voters responded to the question of how often they voted in the past, 80.6 percent
indicated they voted always or almost always. First-time voters constituted 11.2 percent of respondents.
The Gallup poll, in a survey prior to the November 4, 2008 election, reported that 13 percent of the
respondents said they would be first-time voters. 49 It appears that the existence of Vote Centers has little
to no impact in attracting first time voters.
Another item of interest was how individuals heard about using the Vote Centers in Cass County.
We previously reported that in the other two Vote Center counties during the May 6th primary election
the vast majority of respondents said they heard about the Vote Centers from either the mailed postcard
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Initial statistics from the Indiana Secretary of State’s office show that only one-third of Cass County voters voted “inperson” on Election Day, with 67 percent voting “absentee.” The “absentee” category also, includes individuals who mailed
in absentee ballots as well as voters who were voted by the traveling sick board workers going to hospitals and nursing
homes.
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Michael McDonald, 2008 Early Voting Statistics. Available at http://elections.gmu.edu/early_vote_2008.html. Accessed
on December 9, 2009.
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Jeffrey M. Jones, No Increase in Proportion of First Time Voters, Gallup Poll, October 23, 2008. Accessed at
http://www.gallup.com/poll/111331/No-Increase-Proportion-First-Time-Voters.aspx. Accessed on December 9, 2009.
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they received at their residence or from media reports.50 The same held with Cass County respondents,
with 79.3 percent saying they heard about the centers from either the postcard (52.7%) or the media
(26.6%). Comparable figures from Tippecanoe were 42.1 percent postcard and 38.4 percent media; for
Wayne the figures were 67.3 percent postcard and 26.6 percent media. The postcard mailing in all three
counties was intended not only to inform the registered voters about the Vote Center locations, but also
to alert them to the convenience of voting at any location. Moreover, the postcards were to be brought
to the Vote Center when the citizen entered to vote and their signature on the postcard in front on an
election clerk served as voter verification.51 Voters who did not bring their postcards completed
substitute cards at the Vote Center. Clearly, the most effective way to reach most voters about a change
from precinct locations to Vote Centers is by mailing postcards (which served more than just an
information purpose) coupled with an effective public information media campaign. The third most
effective source of information was ―word of mouth,‖ which, in Cass County-- a small population
county-- was nearly as effective (26.3%) as the media.
In addition to how people learned about Vote Centers, we asked why they chose to vote at a
particular location. Overwhelmingly, the respondents said they selected the center that was closest to
their home (86.8%). This figure even surpassed the figures reported by Tippecanoe respondents
(65.3%) and Wayne voters (73.7%). The second most frequent response in Cass County (6.9%) was
―my workplace,‖ which also was the next most popular reason in the other two counties. Election
officials in the three Vote Center counties all expressed interest in locating polling places convenient to
large employers, reasoning that workers would take advantage of the nearby Vote Center while on
break, lunch hour, or coming to or going from work. This reasoning, however, did not provide the
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“Report on Indiana Vote Centers in the 2008 Primary Elections,” submitted in June, 2008. Report was submitted to the
Pew Charitable Trusts, Pew Center on the States, Make Voting Work Initiative.
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Of course, under Indiana law each voter also was required to display a government issued photo ID containing an
expiration date.
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inducement that was expected, particularly when compared to the overwhelming preference of voters
who cast their ballot close to their household. When election officials move to replace traditional
precinct polling places with Vote Centers, it is important that they locate Vote Centers at sites that are
most convenient to households, with the second consideration being workplaces. These results call for
more detailed analysis using GIS technology. In subsequent grant applications we will seek funding to
use GIS to track voter movements.
We also collected questionnaire data on the amount of time it took citizens to vote at the Vote
Centers. Other researchers across the country are also capturing data on the amount of time it takes to
vote, whether at a traditional precinct or at a Vote Center. We asked the question: ―How long did you
have to wait in line, if at all?‖ The responses from Cass County are listed in Table 9.
Table 9
Self Reported Wait Times at Cass County Vote Center, November 2008
Response

Frequency

No line
Less than 10 minutes
11 to 20 minutes
21 to 30 minutes
More than 30 minutes

705
531
167
70
39
1512

Percent
46.6
35.1
11.0
4.6
2.6
99.9*

*Less than 100% due to rounding
These responses are impressive, with 81.7 percent of the respondents saying they encountered
―No line‖ or waited in line less than 10 minutes at the Vote Center. The data are not as precise as those
we calculated at the Vote Centers in Tippecanoe and Wayne Counties because they are self-reported, but
they do indicate that Cass County voters perceived the Vote Centers were efficient. The initial report
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from the ―2008 Survey of the Performance of American Elections‖ 52 that deals with the November
election reports the following national data on wait times for Election Day voters.
Response on time waited to vote
Not at all
Less than 10 minutes
10-30 minutes
31 minutes- 1 hour
More than 1 hour

Percent
44.2
27.4
15.9
8.5
4.0
100.0

The figures from the national sample are similar to the self reported results from Cass County.
The presumption is that the vast majority of respondents in the national sample voted in traditional
precincts in their jurisdictions because of the small number of counties nationally that use Vote Centers.
These data suggest that Vote Centers are a bit more efficient in processing voters than traditional
precincts, once the voters arrive at the facility. The Cass County voter experience appears to be slightly
better than national wait times, but Vote Centers do not appear at this stage in their development to be a
significantly more efficient operation in processing Election Day voters.53
The Cass County questionnaire also contained Likert scale items where voters could express
their attitudes about the Vote Center process by responding from ―disagree strongly‖ to ―agree
strongly.‖ The data in Table 10 include responses from Vote Centers in Tippecanoe and Wayne
Counties during the primary election, are shown in the following table. For brevity, ―agree‖ and ―agree
strongly‖ categories are collapsed, as are the ―disagree‖ and ―disagree strongly‖ responses. What is
striking about these data is the very high proportion of positive responses to nearly all items. For
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of the Performance of American Elections: Final Report.” Available at
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in wait times, with Tippecanoe having an average wait time across all Vote Centers of 6 minutes and 10 seconds, while in
Wayne County the same figure was 26 minutes and 27 seconds. Wayne County used a different processing system to
check-in voters and verify eligibility which required more time. Also, one Vote Center in Wayne County experienced
computer network problems which compounded the wait times.
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example, 96.3 percent of the respondents in Cass County agreed that ―The procedures at the Vote
Centers were excellent,‖ 96.6 percent agreed that ―My waiting time was acceptable,‖ 97.9 percent
agreed that ―Poll workers were well-trained and friendly,‖ and 95.5 percent agreed that ―Vote Center
locations were convenient.‖ There were two exceptions to this pattern. On the item ―Pre-election
Table 10
Likert Items for Cass, Tippecanoe and Wayne Counties
Tippecanoe
Wayne
Item
Cass
Lafayette W. Lafayette
Richmond
Voting procedures Disagree 3.6%
6.3%
10.5%
8.6%
were excellent
Agree
96.3%
93.7%
89.5%
91.4%
My waiting time
was acceptable

Disagree

3.4%

5.3%

4.6%

8.1%

96.6%

94.7%

95.4%

91.9%

Poll workers were Disagree 2.1%
well-trained
Agree
97.9%

4.7%

4.3%

5.1%

95.3%

95.7%

94.9%

4.5%

7.6%

6.4%

9.9%

Agree

Vote Center
locations were
convenient

Disagree

95.5%

92.4%

93.6%

90.1%

Pre-election
info helpful

Disagree 12.8%

12.1%

15.3%

12.8%

Agree

87.2%

87.9%

84.7%

87.2%

5.4%

11.2%

11.4%

9.1%

94.6%

88.8%

88.6%

90.9%

I like having a
choice where to
vote

Agree

Disagree
Agree

Vote Centers
Disagree 13.8%
20.1%
17.6%
17.9%
are better than
precincts
Agree
86.2%
79.9%
82.4%
82.1%
_____________________________________________________________________
information about Vote Centers was very helpful,‖ ―only‖ 87.2 percent agreed, and ―only‖ 86.2 percent
of the Cass County respondents agreed that ―Using Vote Centers is better than using precincts.‖ While
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these latter two figures hardly constitute a condemnation of the process, they are a break with the other
responses and the break is a close match with responses from the other two counties. As noted earlier,
this suggests that there should be more of an effort to inform voters about Vote Centers and why they
are being used. This should be relatively easy to do within the existing public information programs.
The voters already regard the Vote Center procedures as being excellent; the waiting time being
acceptable; and they think that locations were convenient and workers well-trained and friendly. Thus,
the drop in percentages may simply be an artifact of voter habits that resist change.
We also looked at the relationship between source of communication about Vote Centers and
early voting. Table 11 provides the data from Cass County on this relationship. The data show that of
those who learned about the Vote Centers from the media, 52.7 percent were early voters. On the other
hand, of those who did not learn about Vote Centers from the media, 37.4 percent voted prior to Election
Day. This pattern is reversed for those voting on Election Day. This is a statistically significant
relationship at P<.000 and Tau B = -.136.
Table 11
When Voted by Learning About Vote Centers Via the Media
Cass County Respondents, November 2008
________________________________________________________________________
Learned About Vote Centers via Media
When Voted:

No

Yes

Total

Prior to Election Day

37.4%
(412)

52.7%
(207)

41.4%
(619)

Election Day

62.6%
(689)
393

47.3%
(186)
1101

58.6%
(875)
1494

TOTALS

Frequencies are in parentheses.
Tau B = -.136 Signif. P<.000
________________________________________________________________________
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On a related note, of all early voters in Cass County, one third (33.4%) learned about Vote
Centers from the media. This compares to one in five (21.3%) of Election Day voters who learned about
Vote Centers through the media. If election administrators want to maximize early voting in Vote Center
counties, an effective media campaign is an important ingredient.
We also examined the relationship between how long it took to vote and the item asking if the
voter thought the procedures at the Vote Center were excellent. The data in Table 12 show that 9.2
percent of those who took more than 10 minutes to vote disagreed that the Vote Center procedures were
excellent, compared to 2.4 percent of those who took less than 10 minutes to vote. When examining
agreement, over nine out of ten (90.8%) of those who took more than 10 minutes to vote agreed that the
procedures were excellent, compared to 97.8 percent of those who took less than 10 minutes. Again,
this was a statistically significant relationship, but was very weak with Tau B = -.138. Citizens were a
bit more likely to express some dissatisfaction with Vote Centers if it took them longer to vote, but only
to a small extent. Theoretically there would seem to be a ―break point‖ in time waiting where citizens
Table 12
Voters Saying Procedures Were Excellent by How Long it Took to Vote
Cass County Respondents
________________________________________________________________________
Procedures were excellent
How Long to Vote
Less Than
10 Minutes

More Than
10 Minutes

Disagree

2.4%
(30)

9.2%
(25)

3.7%
(55)

Agree

97.6%
(1201)
1231

90.8%
(247)
272

96.3%
(1448)
1503

TOTALS
Frequencies are in parentheses.
Tau B = -.138 Signif. P<.000
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Total

would become discouraged and leave the voting premises. Our data indicate that 10 minutes of wait
time is not the break point. The time limit that discourages a voter in all likelihood will depend on the
significance of the voting act to that citizen. It is probable that the same factors that are associated with
motivating a person to vote are the same as those that will allow a long wait at the polls. Factors such as
a close election contest, a personal stake in the election outcome, a high sense of civic duty and high
sense of political efficacy, among other factors, could all be at work in determining the ―break time‖ for
any prospective voter waiting in line.54
Tables 13 and 14 explore relationships aimed at explaining variables dealing with attitudes about
Vote Centers being preferable to precincts. Table 13 exhibits a statistically significant relationship
between when a person voted and whether they thought Vote Centers were better than traditional
precincts. Of those voting early, 7.4 percent disagreed that Vote Centers were better compared to
Table 13

Vote Centers are
Better:

Vote Centers Better by When Voted
Cass County Respondents
When Voted
Early

Election Day

Total

7.4%
(45)

18.3%
(157)

13.8%
(202)

92.6%
(563)
TOTALS
608
Frequencies are in parentheses.
Tau B = -.155 Signif. P.000

81.7%
(702)
859

86.2%
(1265)
1467

Disagree

Agree
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Management Science and Operations Research literature is extensive on the topic of queuing theory. This theory posits
two central concepts to understand why people leave a waiting line: balking and reneging. Balking refers to a person
deciding not to enter the queue because it is too long and reneging refers to leaving the queue after waiting a certain time
in it. These concepts are both incorporated in the notion that there is a “break point” for a prospective voter arriving at the
polling place. Queuing theory was applied to allocating voting machines to precincts in Franklin County (Columbus), Ohio.
See Theodore T. Allen and Mikhail Bernshteyn, “Helping Franklin County Vote in 2008: Waiting Lines,” A Report to the
Franklin County Board of Elections, July 30, 2008.
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18.3 percent who voted on Election Day. Of those voting early, 92.6 percent agreed that Vote Centers
were better compared to 81.7 percent who voted Election Day. This is a significant but weak
relationship and suggests that it could be a function of simply being more satisfied with any voting
process if an individual voted early.
Similar results were obtained when we examined the relationship between how long it took to
vote and the opinion that Vote Centers were preferable to precinct polling places. Table 14 shows that
of those who waited less than 10 minutes to vote, 11.6 percent disagreed that Vote Centers were better,

Vote Centers are
Better:

Table 14
Voters Saying Vote Centers Better by How Long it Took to Vote
Cass County Respondents
How Long to Vote
Less Than
10 Minutes

More Than
10 Minutes

Total

Disagree

11.6%
(141)

23.5%
(63)

13.7%
(204)

Agree

88.4%
(1078)
1219

76,5%
(205)
268

86.3%
(1283)
1487

TOTALS
Frequencies are in parentheses.
Tau B = -.133 Signi. P,.000

whereas 23.5 percent of those who waited more than 10 minutes to vote thought precincts were better.
Conversely, 88.4 percent of those who waited less than 10 minutes agreed that Vote Centers were better
compared to 76.5 percent of those who waited more than 10 minutes. Although, again, this is a weak
relationship, Tau B = -.133, it is statistically significant at p<.000. Clearly, how long an individual had
to wait in line had some impact on their assessment of Vote Centers, but it should not be overstated.
Again, the ―break time‖ for waiting in line appears, on the whole, not to be 10 minutes, and the actual
amount of time may vary from election to election depending on the presence of factors that initially
attract citizens to vote.
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The relationships reported here are all weak. In large part that can be attributed to the lack of
variance among responses to the survey items. For example, it is difficult to ―explain‖ variation in the
item, ―Procedures for voting at the Voting Center were excellent,‖ when only 3.7 percent of the
respondents disagree. This is essentially the case for all of the relationships. Overall, it is clear that the
vast majority of voters in the 2008 general election in Cass County were satisfied with the use of Vote
Centers and there was a decided absence of problems which could be expected to turn people away from
the voting process.
Finally, voter responses from Cass County match closely the responses of Tippecanoe County
voters that were obtained in the May primary. There is a very favorable impression of Vote Centers in
these two counties. When compared to voters in the May primary in Wayne County, the Cass County
voters were, again, more favorably inclined to Vote Centers. However, public acceptance of Vote
Centers in Wayne County still held over 50 percent even in light of the procedural problems encountered
on May 6, 2008. 55
The high level of public acceptance of Vote Centers—by both voters who used the Vote Centers
and the media reports that examined the operations of the Vote Centers –document the underlying
support for implementing this change in the way citizens vote.

IV. IMPLEMENTING VOTE CENTERS: A MODEL CHECKLIST
Vote Centers are defined in Indiana (IC 3-5-2-49.9) as ―a polling place where a voter who
resides in the county in which the vote center is located may vote without regard to the precinct in which
the voter resides.‖ The concept of Vote Centers is an emerging idea among election officials in this
country, most of whom conduct their elections using the traditional precinct-based model. Vote Centers
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the Pew Charitable Trusts, Pew Center on the States, Make Voting Work Initiative.
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have proven to be very effective where they are appropriate, where adequate preparation has occurred,
and where effective organization is in place.
To support election officials considering using Vote Centers, we have collected and organized
background information, examples, statistics, implementation guidelines, and best practices into a
repository to be a resource for people who are evaluating, planning, and using Vote Centers.
This section introduces and sets forth a checklist for election officials to use if they are planning
on adopting Vote Centers. The information and material in this section will be posted on the web site of
the Bowen Center for Public Affairs at Ball State University. The web site will be periodically updated
with additional Vote Center information as that information becomes available.
The checklist focuses on usability and is understood in the following framework:

Understand

Execute

Prepare

Understanding Vote Centers:
This section is designed to assist election officials in learning about Vote Centers so as to inform
their decision to proceed toward adopting them. Topics covered include learning about Vote Centers,
how to anticipate costs and benefits, and elements that drive the decision to adopt Vote Centers. Those
wanting to consult the Indiana legal code that established the pilot Vote Centers can find it on the
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Indiana government web site at www.in.gov/legislative, where a search engine is located. The Indiana
Code citation establishing the pilot Vote Centers is: 3-11-18.
Preparing for Vote Centers:
This section is designed to assist election administrators in properly planning the installation of
Vote Centers, including preparing their staff members, other organizations, the election infrastructure
and the general public.
Executing Vote Centers:
This section provides a checklist to assist in implementing the preparations in order to conduct
elections under the new Vote Center model.
This framework is not designed as a full-blown structured methodology for conducting elections
using Vote Centers. Such an elaborate model is impossible given the varying characteristics, needs, and
laws of states and of jurisdictions. Our intent is to create a resource for election officials that is
comprised of a variety of content to use as is most appropriate in their situation.

A: Understanding Vote Centers
This section of the framework is intended to help election officials anticipate costs and benefits,
and decide whether to pursue using Vote Centers. Deciding whether to use Vote Centers requires an
understanding of the full-range of requirements and decisions that must be made to implement the Vote
Center concept. Notable among these requirements are:
more people visit a Vote Center than a traditional polling place on Election Day;
turnout is likely to be less predictable in the short run while voters adjust to new polling
locations and procedures;
computer technology is needed, as are the skills to support and use the computers;
use of computers and the higher utilization of resources integral to Vote Centers demand more
efficient, predictable processes and more engaged management;
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voters new to Vote Centers need information and may require assistance.
In short, Vote Centers are more complex than traditional polling places and require more
planning and preparation to execute effectively. There is some evidence that changing polling place
locations can impact voter turnout and that moving a polling place can affect the decision to vote.56 In
the switchover from traditional precincts to Vote Centers it is important to bear this in mind, but many
old precinct locations will probably serve as suitable facilities for the new Vote Centers. Moreover, the
added convenience of being able to cast one‘s ballot at any Vote Center in the county will help offset
any site changes from the traditional precinct polling places.
The Vote Center concept was pioneered by Larimer County, Colorado in 2003.57 Larimer
County established twenty-two Vote Centers to replace 143 precincts. Since then Vote Centers have
spread to other states, including Indiana, where three counties have used Vote Centers as part of the pilot
program authorized by the Indiana General Assembly.
Experience has shown that there are certain key concepts and considerations one must
understand and take into account before adopting Vote Centers:
1.

The Challenge of More Voters per Location. Vote Centers can expect more traffic than
traditional polling places.58 It is not unreasonable for a well-placed Vote Center to provide the
opportunity to vote for 200-300 people per hour. For example, if the average voter spends 10
minutes in the Vote Center (i.e., break time as discussed above) a Vote Center that sees 300
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people in an hour should have an average of 50 voters in it, in addition to poll workers and
observers. Vehicles for all of these individuals will be parked outside.
2. The Challenge of Forecasting Turnout. Since Vote Centers are not precinct-based, they are open
to the broader voting population. This makes forecasting turnout of voters at any center difficult.
Experience with Indiana Vote Centers indicates that voter turnout at similarly-located centers can
vary widely from one election to the next and across hours of the day – busy in the afternoon one
election, then more voters in the morning for the next. When considering how many Vote
Centers to use and where to locate them, election planners must understand they should prepare
to accommodate the busiest hour of the day at any facility. Unlike traditional polling places, the
larger facilities needed to host a Vote Center can be difficult to locate and reserve for Election
Day. Schools, for example, are appealing facilities, but often will not tolerate the disruptions
that come with such a significant commitment.
State laws may dictate a minimum number of Vote Centers for a county. For example,
the states of Colorado and Indiana both require at least one Vote Center for every 10,000 active
registered voters.59 Beyond the legal requirements, turnout forecasting must take into account
the likelihood that well-funded campaigns and competitive races on the ballot may swell turnout
over previous elections. Turnout data from previous years must be collected and analyzed. The
Indiana evidence shows that the mere presence of Vote Centers does not, by itself, spur turnout.
However, when Vote Centers are used for early voting and are positioned properly, more voters
will take advantage of the early voting period, thereby relieving pressure on Vote Centers on
Election Day.
3. More Computer Technology Required. Vote Centers require significant use of computer
technology to interrogate a centralized database to validate voters‘ registration and to record that
59
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each voter has voted. A reliable network (typically Internet) connection is needed, with
sufficient bandwidth and, if possible, some backup connection capability. Electrical power
requirements at these facilities can also be significant–Vote Centers require more voting
machines than traditional polling places, to which computers, printers, and often ballot card
encoding machines must be added. If a facility is not equipped to support the total power
requirements of all the computers and voting equipment needed to support peak voter arrival
rates, blown circuits will severely handicap Vote Center operations, up to the point of closing the
Vote Center until computer connections can be restored.
4. High Efficiency Required for Cost Savings. The principal advantages of Vote Centers are
greater efficiency and overall cost-savings. In general, savings result from greater utilization of
workers and equipment, which means more voters are processed per poll worker. The challenge
is to understand that Vote Center processes must be highly efficient. If the Vote Center is
designed to accommodate many more voters per hour and the process breaks down, lines of
waiting voters can grow quickly. Reasons why processes can fail should be anticipated,
identified clearly and back-up procedures should be developed. For this reason, Vote Centers
typically require that the person in the Supervisor role devote a significant portion of their time
to operational management on Election Day.
5. New Training Materials Required. Vote Centers require more specialized computer skills for
some workers and more training for all workers. Some new positions will be created, such as
―greeters,‖ and these individuals will require training. Training for all workers is imperative
since keeping voters flowing efficiently through the voting facility is essential to realizing the
potential of Vote Centers. Revising training materials to incorporate information on the new
computer technology and the differing functions of some of the vote stations will not require
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extensive time or effort. Moreover, the costs incurred in creating new training modules can be
largely offset by having to maintain a smaller pool of skilled and reliable workers.
6. Large-scale Public Information Campaign Required. Fewer voting places will require a largescale public information campaign to alert and inform voters of the new polling places and
explain why the Vote Centers are being implemented. Costs will be incurred to reach citizens
with this information. The largest new cost in the Indiana counties was the printing and mailing
of postcards to all registered voters. The postcards informed the voters of the Vote Center
locations and requested that voters bring the postcard with them when they vote. Each postcard
was bar-coded and, when scanned, was an efficient method of verifying the voter‘s eligibility.
The postcard communication with voters was accompanied by public service announcements on
local media and by news coverage by media outlets.
7. The Challenge of Forecasting Costs. This report contains examples of election expenses from
multiple counties, both using vote centers and using precinct-based polling places. Analysis of
the cost of elections in light of the vote center concept merits significant further examination.
Unusual expenses associated with the transition to vote centers may be significant, such as
acquisition of computer technology (to accommodate the check-in process) and voting
equipment (to support ballot-on-demand) and development of new processes, each likely to
require updates to documentation and training materials. Expect that fewer voting machines will
be required than were for precinct-based polling places, which may create opportunities for
redeployment to other jurisdictions. Start-up costs associated with first use of vote centers
include comprehensive communication with the community, such as use of various media and
printing of post cards to mail to registered voters. Direct costs will shift, largely based on the use
of different technology (notably, printing expenses) and people and equipment can be better
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utilized (more voters per worker and per piece of equipment), driving down Election Day cost
per voter.

B: Preparing for Vote Centers
This section of the framework is for election officials who have decided to use Vote Centers. It
is intended to assist them in developing and organizing their capabilities, planning for effective
implementation, and gaining confidence in their ability to use Vote Centers effectively. The following
points are essential to proper planning.
1. Total Confidence in the Statewide Voter Registration System and Its Use. Vote Centers are
made possible because of the electronic database that each state maintains. To ensure the
efficient operation of Vote Centers, election administrators must be convinced that the electronic
voter registration database is up-to-date and easily accessible to the election workers who are
charged with accessing and maintaining the data. This is the most important step in preparing
for the inaugural run of Vote Centers. If the election administrators are unsure of the data in the
electronic file, or uncertain of its accessibility and reliability, then the installation of Vote
Centers should be delayed to a future election cycle to assure these uncertainties can be resolved.
One Indiana jurisdiction was uncertain about the operation of the statewide voter
registration system (SVRS) on Election Day and operated a redundant check-in system to ensure
that no mistakes would be made. This decision caused longer lines because of two check-in
stations that replicated one another, thereby defeating one of the big advantages of Vote Centers:
efficient processing of voters. The county resolved this uncertainty in the next election by
eliminating the second check-in station.
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2. Accurate Turnout Forecasts. Accurately forecasting turnout has perplexed experts for decades.
Factors associated with surging turnout include highly competitive election contests and strong
voter mobilization efforts undertaken by candidates and political parties. Several structural
impediments to voting, such as restrictive voter registration requirements have been lessened or
removed in recent years through actions such as the National Voter Registration Act of 1993
(Motor Voter). The best indicator of voter turnout is what has happened in recent elections.
Election administrators are very familiar with many patterns that are visible in previous
elections. For example, presidential election years will result in a much higher turnout than the
off-year elections. If municipal elections are held in an odd year, turnout will be the lowest in
that odd year. Another factor affecting turnout is if the county has an area that is rapidly
increasing in population, or for a municipality, if there have been recent annexations.
Tippecanoe County, Indiana was advantaged in forecasting turnout for the 2008 primary
election by being able to examine turnout in other states that had earlier primaries. These
statistics—in a presidential year with a hotly-contested Democratic Party nomination fight-guided the turnout estimates. But even by inflating their turnout expectations, their forecasts
were low, with about 10,000 more voters showing up at the polls than was predicted. The use of
early Voting Centers accommodated this surge and voters perceived the voting process to be
efficient.
It is also advisable to anticipate voter turnout levels by Vote Center. Knowing that 86.8
percent of the voters will cast their ballot at the Vote Center closest to their household allows
administrators to accurately forecast turnout in each Vote Center. These figures can then be used
to provision each Vote Center with the proper number of voting machines and back-up workers.
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3. Determine Number of Vote Centers. State law may dictate the number of Vote Centers that each
county must establish. Indiana law (IC 3-11-18-6) specifies that one Vote Center must be
provided for each 10,000 ―active voters,‖ and ―for any fraction‖ of 10,000 voters. As previously
mentioned, an ―active voter‖ is one who has registered/voted in any election in the prior four
years at the address on their registration or has responded in writing within thirty days to a notice
of address confirmation. In the absence of a state imposed minimum number of Vote Centers, it
is imperative that accurate turnout forecasts be calculated.
4. Determine Vote Center Sites. Determining Vote Center sites rests on four major factors: a) over
80 percent of the voters will cast their ballots at the Vote Center closest to their household; b)
rural areas will be served by Vote Centers that will not experience much more traffic than usual
under the old traditional precinct system; c) public transportation (where available) should be in
close proximity to Vote Centers and adequate parking must be available; and, d) internet access
must be available at the facility.
If your county has access to a GIS system, the addresses of all registered voters can be
entered into the data base and geographic sites can be pinpointed that will best serve the citizens.
Knowing that slightly more than 80 percent of the registered voters will vote at the Vote Center
closest to their households, the system can identify the best placement for the Vote Centers.
Such precision is not always certain because a suitable facility may not be in close proximity to
the target location. Vote Centers in larger towns and cities should be close to a public
transportation station and sufficient parking spaces must be available. Assumptions as to the
number of parking spaces needed can be based on past experience, but a calculation can be made
on the basis of peak arrival rates at the Vote Center. The following two examples serve to
illustrate how to calculate the number of parking spaces needed.
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Assume the number of vehicles per voter is .8 and the peak arrival rate at the Vote Center
is 248 voters per hour with the average voting time being 12 minutes (0.2 hours), which
includes walking to and from the facility. The number of parking spots needed is:
248 x 0 .8 x 0.2 = 40
As waiting time swells, so does the number of needed parking spots. Assume an average
total voting time of 36 minutes, then the number of parking spots would swell:
248 x 0.8 x 0.6 = 119
These examples demonstrate that parking can become a problem if the Vote Center
experiences longer waiting times. Clearly, any flaw that complicates the efficient processing of
voters within the facility will have a ripple effect on other Vote Center decisions, including the
number of parking spaces needed. Consequently, election planners must build in some ―slack‖
for erratic developments, such as a sudden rush of voters due to carpooling, or computer
breakdowns, or if problems are encountered with one or more voters at one of the stations. Vote
Centers offer the opportunity to realize savings in election administration, but planners must
resist the temptation to run too lean.
A constant problem is finding sites in small towns that can provide reliable high speed
internet service. A related problem is to be sure all sites meet the accessibility requirements for
people with disabilities as mandated by federal laws. Some extra costs may be incurred to
ensure reliable internet access. Election administrators are very familiar with the accessibility
requirements and no extra costs should be needed to meet these regulations.
5. Promoting Efficiencies through Layout and Training
Although the shape and size of the physical facility that houses the Vote Center will vary,
it is important to have a standard layout to use in order to optimize efficiency in processing
voters. A diagram of a generic Vote Center is shown below and is a slight variation on the
layout used by Tippecanoe County, Indiana in 2008. Diagram 3 depicts a simple Vote Center
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process using voter identification, postcards, and encoded ballot cards to tell voting machines
which ballot a voter is to receive. In this variation of the Vote Center process, voters are
required to provide identification to check-in. Postcards may be mailed to voters, which is one
of the optional steps that election planners may use in their process and to facilitate
communication before an election. These cards can be used to help poll workers look up voters
in the statewide voter registration system and to capture signatures. In this case if a voter does
Diagram 3
Generic Vote Center Flow
Generic Vote Center Flow – Using Voter ID, Postcards, and Encoded Ballot Cards
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not bring their postcard, a substitute card can be provided at the Vote Center.
Some voting machines that support ―ballots on demand‖ use encoded ballot cards to
indicate to the machine the precinct in which the voter resides and this is represented in the
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diagram. Diagram 4 presents a representation of how a Vote Center may be organized. In this
case using a separate entrance and exit for the facility is used to smooth traffic flow. Ballot
encode machines are located after the check-in stations, but may also be integrated with the
check-in step--a choice for election planners to consider.
The diagram‘s blue arrows show the standard path a voter follows, while the gray arrows
indicate an alternate path, most often used if a provisional ballot is required.
Diagram 4
Generic Vote Center Layout – Using Ballot Encoding Equipment
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Each step in the Vote Center process requires well-trained staff members. There is an
abundance of training materials available on the web to assist election administrators in revising
their current training programs to incorporate the added skills needed for Vote Centers. A major
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difference in training between Vote Centers and traditional precincts is the expertise needed in
operating the computer equipment that accesses the statewide voter registration system (SVRS).
The technicians will be located at each Vote Center while voting is underway (both early voting
and on Election Day), and a technician will be needed at the central administrative headquarters,
as well, in order to trouble shoot any problems that might arise in the field.
The position of ―Greeter‖ is also new. The Greeter is responsible for welcoming the
voter and determining if he or she has the needed documentation (such as a photo ID, if required,
or the postcard that was mailed to them). The Greeter directs the voter to the appropriate queue.
An example of training materials for these positions can be obtained from the Tippecanoe
County Board of Election and Registration. These training materials were created specifically
for Vote Centers. The material is entitled ―Election Manual, Vote Center Edition.‖ 60
One cost advantage for Vote Centers is that fewer workers are required at the central
election headquarters on Election Day. Fewer staff members are needed to answer phone
inquiries from voters asking which precinct they are in and where their precinct polling place is
located. Moreover, if the Vote Centers are properly provisioned there is virtually no need for
central staffers to run additional forms to polling places because forms and documents are
printed at the Vote Centers.
6. Provisioning Vote Centers for Expected Workload.
Election officials have considerable latitude in how they implement Vote Centers, for
example, with regard to the number of voters they plan to serve with any voting facility.
Because Vote Centers permit voters to choose the location at which they vote, the turnout at a
single facility (or for any hour of the day) is less predictable than it is with traditional precinct60

Tippecanoe County Board of Election & Registration, Election Manual, Vote Center Edition, October 2007.
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based polling places. If Vote Centers are deployed in a generally consistent way over multiple
elections, local officials will build a basis for forecasting turnout on a facility-by-facility basis,
though our observations indicate that turnout by facility (or by hour of the day) can vary
surprisingly from one election to the next.
Once turnout by facility is forecasted with reasonable confidence, election planners can
determine the number of check-in computers, ballot encoding stations, and voting machines that
are needed in each Vote Center. Note that since one premise of Vote Centers is that they use
equipment and poll workers more efficiently (i.e., more voters/machine and more voters/worker),
underestimating turnout can quickly result in congested facilities and substantial voter wait
times.
The process used to provision vote centers for Election Day is equally applicable to
facilities used to support early-in-person voting.
The overall voting transaction at Vote Centers has three main activities or phases, each of
which may be preceded by wait time:
Check

Judge locates and records the voter in the Electronic Poll Book

In

(paper poll book at precinct-based polling places);

Get

Judge encodes the ballot card for insertion into a voting machine

Ballot

(not relevant for precinct-based polling places);

Vote

Voter uses the voting machine to cast their ballot.

Note that the ―Get Ballot‖ step can be substantially different from one Vote Center to the
next, depending on the process used and on the characteristics of the equipment. Note also that
we assume that at any Vote Center, voters form a single line to check-in, then obtain their ballot,
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then vote. If your Vote Center uses multiple lines into the facility, you will need to adjust the
variables, such as likely expected hourly turnout, accordingly.
For any single phase, you will need to estimate the number of voters you expect will
arrive in an hour (i.e., the busiest hour) and the average processing capability of a single station,
expressed in minutes. For example, your average poll worker may be able to use your check-in
software and process to check in an average voter in one minute and fifteen seconds or 1.25
minutes. Based on that throughput, a qualified poll worker can check in 48 voters per hour,
assuming they are 100% busy (taking no breaks). Once you‘ve estimated how many voters will
arrive and you know how many voters an hour can be checked in at one station, you can estimate
how many check-in stations you need at the facility. The challenge is that efficiency drops as
utilization increases--especially as it approaches capacity--resulting in more wait time for voters
entering the phase of the voting process that you are assessing.
To help election planners, we created a tool using Microsoft Excel that is a model for
assessing vote center provisioning--how much equipment is needed. If you are familiar with
Excel, once you learn how to use the model you can change it to meet your specific
requirements. For example, you might merge check-in and ballot encoding into one phase of the
voting process, adjusting the average processing time accordingly.
The Appendix contains the worksheet, entitled ―Vote Center Capacity Model‖. Before
you can use it, you must install some ―add-ins‖ (a special library of calculations) that your
Microsoft Excel software can use.61 Excel‘s Help function describes add-ins, for the curious
reader.
Once the add-in functions are loaded where they are visible to Excel on your computer,
you can enter numbers into the worksheet to help you determine how much equipment is needed
61

Add can be found at: http://www.business.ualberta.ca/aingolfsson/QTP
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in your Vote Center. You will only enter values into cells with a yellow background, which are
all in column D. Place your mouse pointer over any of those cells to see a comment providing an
explanation of what to enter in the cell.
For example, enter 150 in cell D4, which is the hourly voter arrival rate. You will notice
that the cell below it will show 0.4 minutes (or 24 seconds) between arrivals.
Rows 6-16 can then be used to help determine how many check-in computers are needed
to service the number of voters arriving at the Vote Center. To use this section, estimate how
long it takes a poll worker to check in a voter at the computer. We advise being conservative
with this number. For example, enter 1.25 (minutes, i.e., one minute and fifteen seconds) in cell
D7. Note that unless you allocate 4 computers in cell D9, your vote center check-in area will not
be able to keep up with 150 voters per hour.
Repeat this process for each of the other two process areas (Balloting and Voting). Based
on doing this, the worksheet will estimate the average total time a voter will spend in the Vote
Center and the average amount of time they can expect to wait in line.
We recommend that election officials overestimate turnout until they are confident with
their Vote Center experience. Understand that other ―choke points‖ may exist in a Vote Center,
such as if there is a single door to enter the facility or if there are too few Greeters to shepherd
voters through the voting process. This can be particularly challenging for Vote Centers that
process hundreds of voters per hour. The model can be used for the greeting process just as it
can for check-in or voting. The model assumes that everything else in the Vote Center is
working flawlessly. If voters are arriving at a rate of 150 every hour, but on buses with 50
people at a time, those people should expect to wait in line. If voters linger in the vote center
between steps or if they are confused about where to go next, the model does not take that into
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account. We have observed a Vote Center provisioned to support 250 voters an hour that had an
entrance that could not accommodate that volume, which resulted in long lines at the facility.
The Appendix contains a methodological section for those interested in understanding the
underlying mathematical (statistical) process used to predict the number of stations required for
any phase of the total voting transaction.
7. Conduct a ―Dry Run‖ or Pilot Operation.
A ―dry run‖ or pilot operation should be undertaken prior to the start of early voting. A
‗mock‖ Vote Center should be established and workers should be trained. To reduce costs, the
pilot operation can be operated simultaneously with any required public testing of the voting
machines. The pilot operation should be planned so as to anticipate all the various links in the
chain of the voting process. A team of Vote Center workers and election administrators should
assess the performance of the pilot operation after a set amount of time and any corrective
actions, if needed, should be incorporated into the voting process and tested.
C: Executing Vote Centers
This section displays a flow chart (Diagram 5) and commentary to assist in implementing the
preparations under the new Vote Center model. We assume election officials are experienced and have
generic election processes in place. Note that steps and flows will vary based on local statute.
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Diagram 5
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The election officials responsible for operating and overseeing the use of the voting technology
are crucial to the successful operation of the Vote Centers. Their duties extend from organizing the data
bases to establishing system usage procedures and configuring and setting up the computer and voting
equipment.
The SVRS and the EPB. The individuals responsible for the technology used in the Vote Center
operations must have complete confidence in the accuracy and reliability of the statewide voter
registration system (SVRS). The ability to quickly access the database and update it is the heart of the
Vote Center. Without the accessible SVRS Vote Centers would not be possible. Directly correlated
with the SVRS is the Electronic Poll Book (EPB). This must be initialized for each election.
Identify fallbacks and troubleshooting. There will be information technology operators in each Vote
Center, but it is imperative that these individuals be linked by phone to other information technology
personnel at a central location. Often minor glitches can be resolved by telephone, but a major problem,
such as internet interruption, will require traveling to the affected Vote Center. Sufficient central office
personnel must be available for the troubleshooting, with a rule-of-thumb being one person for every 15
Vote Centers.
FACILITIES
Forecasting Turnout: Considerations As previously indicated, the best way to forecast voter
turnout is to examine turnout in past elections. In doing so, take into account which type of election was
held in what year. There are four basic types of elections:
++ Presidential (every four years)
++ Off-year (congressional elections in non-presidential years)
++ Statewide (off-off years; non-presidential/non-congressional)
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++ Special (includes congressional vacancy elections; recall elections; referenda, etc.)
The presidential year elections draw the heaviest turnout. Generally speaking, off-year congressional
elections draw the second highest turnout, and the electorate will shrink anywhere from twenty to thirty
percent from the presidential year.62 A handful of states hold gubernatorial elections in the off-off years,
(i.e., 2005, 2009, 2013). Some states hold municipal elections in the other off-off years (i.e., 2003,
2007, 2011). Special elections can usually be counted on as having the lowest turnout.
Two other elements belong on a checklist for forecasting turnout. First, is there a highly
competitive race for one of the higher offices on the ballot? This was the case in 2008 both in the
Democratic primaries and in the November election. The presence of a highly competitive race for a
highly visible office will increase turnout. Second, is there a well-funded, well-publicized get-out-thevote program on the behalf of a particular candidate or political party? If so, this will likely increase
turnout as well.
Determining the Number and Sites of Vote Centers: Considerations. The first consideration in
determining the number of Vote Centers needed in a county is to consult the state law or regulations that
permit Vote Centers to be established. In Indiana and Colorado, the state law requires a Vote Center to
be established for every 10,000 active voters or portion of 10,000. 63 This sets the minimum number of
Vote Centers. The following elements should be considered in establishing the number of Vote Centers
beyond the minimum required by law, or in the absence of any legal guideline.
++

In rural areas and small towns, the traditional precincts will serve as a Vote
Center, but experience has shown that turnout will not differ in any meaningful
way from past turnout under the precinct model. Plan on keeping most if not all
the rural precincts as Vote Centers.

62

Angus Campbell, Philip E. Converse, Warren E. Miller, and Donald F. Stokes, Elections and the Political Order (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, 1967), see esp. ch. 3.
63
See Colorado Revised Statutes 1-5-102.7 (3) and Indiana Code 3-11-18-6.
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++

In more densely populated areas, utilize GIS methodology to pinpoint Vote
Center locations that will accommodate 100 percent of the registered voters.
Local universities and colleges will have access to GIS programs if the
governmental jurisdiction does not. The guideline is that over 80 percent of the
voters will cast their ballot at the Vote Center that is closest to their household.

++

To determine the number of parking spaces needed at a Vote Center you can refer
to the calculations provided above, in number 4 under ―Preparing for Vote
Centers.‖

Once the sites have been selected it is important to configure each facility with the various stations that
are required for the efficient operation of the various voting steps. The Appendix contains a method for
computing the number of stations needed to optimize efficient operations. Once each facility is
configured with the appropriate number of stations and provisioned, election officials should confirm
among themselves that the facility is ready for operation.

COMMUNICATION
A Public Information Program: Considerations. There are several elements to a successful
public information program to introduce Vote Centers. The purpose is to disseminate all pertinent
information to the general public, including the rationale for switching from traditional precincts to Vote
Centers. The Indiana experience shows that the most successful element in the public information
campaign is the postcard that is mailed to every registered voter in the county.
The Postcard. Approximately ten days prior to Election Day each registered voter is mailed a
postcard that shows their name and address, along with the precinct in which they live. The front of the
postcard, under the ―return address‖ is a statement similar to the following: ―You are a registered voter
in the election to be held on [date and time polls are open]. You may vote at any Vote Center listed on
the back of this card. Please bring this card with you to the polls.‖ This last sentence is also repeated on
the back of the card where a list of all the Vote Centers, with addresses, is provided. The front of the
card also includes a bar code that incorporates the name, address and precinct of the voter.
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Printing and mailing the postcards are expensive. However, the Indiana experience validates the
benefits of this expense. The vast majority of voters bring the postcard with them, and the bar code on
the postcard streamlines the voting process at the first check-in station. Moreover, the postcard is part of
the public information program that informs voters of the Vote Center locations.
Public Service Announcements. A successful public information program depends on news
media personnel to carry the message to the citizens. Working back from Election Day, a series of news
releases should be prepared for the local media. The early news releases should provide information and
explanations as to why the county is switching to Vote Centers from precincts. As the early voting
opens, the news releases should focus on the opportunities citizens have for voting early at the new Vote
Centers. Finally, as Election Day approaches voters should be informed that they will be receiving
postcards in the mail. It is imperative that election administrators make themselves available for
interviews with reporters and editors and for editorial board meetings. Television stations should
receive special attention by way of providing video announcements. A sample video public service
announcement is available for viewing on the Larimer County, Colorado website at
www.larimer.org/elections/votecenters.
The communications program does not end with Election Day. Officials should be prepared to
provide testimony to reporters on the operations of the Vote Centers on Election Day. There will be
some glitches on Election Day, regardless of the model used for voting, and officials should be
forthright in addressing any problems that occurred. Finally, a report on the Vote Center
implementation and operation should be prepared as soon as possible after the election and disseminated
to the media and placed on the county web page for public reference.
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WORKERS
Staffing a Vote Center: A Checklist of Positions.
The basic responsibilities of each poll worker at a Vote Center are very similar to a conventional
precinct, but there are differences in the ways in which specific tasks are accomplished. For positions
that are substantially different from precinct-based positions, some additional training will be needed.
The following is a brief description of each position in a Vote Center.
1. Vote Center Supervisor/Inspector. This person fulfills most of the functions of an
inspector or supervisor at a precinct polling place. He or she is the person in charge. This
person has had more training and likely has more election experience than other personnel in the
Vote Center. This person is expected to work the entire Election Day.
2. Entry Greeters. This person greets voters as they enter the Vote Center and asks if the
voter has brought their mailed postcard with them. If state law requires additional identification,
the entry greeter will ask to see the document. Depending on the answers provided by the
prospective voter, the Entry Greeter will direct the voter to the correct station in the Vote Center.
At Vote Centers where turnout forecasts are high, there should be more than one Entry Greeter.
In Vote Centers (usually in small towns and rural areas) there may not be a need for an Entry
Greeter because turnout will be the close to the traditional turnout in the old precinct.
3. Exit Greeter. This person collects the voter access card after a voter has voted. This
person also may affix an ―I Voted‖ sticker on the voter, if that is provided. This position may
not be used at all elections or at all Vote Centers.
4. Check-In Judges. This person will operate the computer and check-in voters. The
number of these individuals will vary by election and by Vote Center, depending on turnout
forecasts.
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5. Programming Judges. This person will program the voter access card so that the
voting machine brings up the correct ballot style and precinct for that voter. The number of these
individuals will vary by election and Vote Center.
6. Provisional Team Member. These individuals have received extra training so that
they are an expert in the process of providing provisional ballots. They will assist voters who do
not appear on the poll list. These individuals can serve as check-in judges or programming
judges if they are needed.
7. Reserve Team Members. These individuals are not assigned to a specific Vote Center
but are sent to the sites that are experiencing heavy voter turnout, or have poll workers who did
not show for work. Reserve Team Members receive training in all positions and functions.
8. Machine Technicians. These individuals are at the central election headquarters and
are available by phone to answer questions and trouble shoot any computer related questions or
voting machine problems. They may be dispatched to a Vote Center site if needed.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This evaluation of the installation and operations of Indiana Vote Centers over two election years
has addressed two major assertions regarding Vote Centers: 1) by making voting more convenient Vote
Centers will increase voter turnout, and 2) by consolidating precincts into Vote Centers, substantial cost
savings will be realized in election administration.
Our findings show that, overall, the existence of Vote Centers, in and of themselves, do not
increase voter turnout. Other factors, such as highly competitive electoral contests and well-financed
and organized get-out-the-vote operations have much more to do with attracting more people to the
polls. However, a major advantage of Vote Centers was uncovered when we examined early voting. By
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permitting registered voters to vote early at any Vote Center site—and by locating the early voting sites
at high traffic areas such as grocery stores and shopping malls—a significant number of registered
voters will take advantage and vote early. This surge in early voting reduces the pressure on polling
sites on Election Day.
Voters who showed up at the Vote Centers on Election Days were asked to complete a voluntary
questionnaire about their experiences. On the whole, the vast majority of voters were satisfied with the
Vote Centers. Those who expressed some degree of dissatisfaction generally were those who had long
wait times to vote. Vote Centers must be set up and provisioned in such a way to ensure the efficient
processing of voters.
The data on the costs of holding elections clearly show that Vote Centers save money. Every
jurisdiction, on a cost-per-vote basis, showed substantial savings over traditional precincts. The bulk of
the savings are attributed to direct labor costs.
Finally, to assist election administrators who are considering adopting Vote Centers to replace
traditional precincts, elements of a model are specified. The model is based on the Indiana experience
and is designed to provide an overview as well as a roadmap for executing Vote Centers across America.
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Frequency Table for Cass County Voter Responses 2008 General Election

Item:
When Voted:
Prior to election day.
On election day.
Total:
How often have you voted in
previous elections?
This is my first time.
Rarely.
Occasionally.
Almost always.
Always.
Total:
*Less than 100% due to rounding
How did you learn about Vote Centers?
(Multiple responses possible.)
Postcard.
Word of mouth.
Party official.
Candidate.
Media.
Other.
I chose this Vote Center because it is
closest to:
My house.
My workplace.
Where I shop.
Where I take my children to school.
Total:
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Frequency

Percent

619
875

41.4
58.6

1494

100.0

170
38
85
481
738

11.2
2.5
5.6
31.8
48.8

1512

99.9*

788
393
60
35
398
182

52.7
26.3
4
2.3
26.6
12.2

1,267
101
74
18

86.8
6.9
5.1
1.2

1,460

100.0

How long did you have to wait in line,
if at all?
No line.
Less than 10 minutes.
11 to 20 minutes.
21 to 30 minutes.
More than 30 minutes.
Total:
*Less than 100% due to rounding
About how long did it take you to vote once you
reached the voting machine?
Less than 5 minutes.
5-10 minutes.
11-15 minutes.
More than 15 minutes.
Total:
Gender:
Male.
Female.
Total:
Highest level of education completed:
High school diploma.
Some college.
College degree or beyond.
Total:
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705
531
167
70
39

46.6
35.1
11.0
4.6
2.6

1,512

99.9*

1,200
272
24
12

79.6
18.0
1.6
0.8

1,508

100.0

626
877

41.7
58.3

1,503

100.0

520
492
466

35.2
33.3
31.5

1,478

100.0

Likert Scale Items (frequencies are in parentheses.)

Disagree

The procedures for voting at the Vote Center
were excellent.

My waiting time was acceptable.

Poll workers were well-trained and friendly.

Vote Center locations were convenient.

Pre-election information about Vote Centers
was very helpful.

I like having a choice about where I vote.

Using Vote Centers is better than using precincts.
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Disagree
Strongly

Agree

Agree
Unsure Strongly

Total

1
(15)

0.9
(13)

1.8
(27)

39.9
(602)

56.4
(850) (1,507)

1.5
(22)

0.8
(12)

1.1
(17)

33.3
(502)

63.3
(954)

(1507)

0.9
(14)

0.2
(3)

0.9
(14)

32.2
(484)

65.7
(942)

(1503)

1.8
(27)

1.1
(17)

1.5
(23)

32.4
(483)

63.1
(942)

(1492)

1.4
(21)

2.6
(38)

8.9
(132)

36.8
(548)

50.4
(750)

(1489)

1.3
(20)

0.9
(13)

3.1
(47)

30.4
(457)

64.2
(964)

(1501)

2.4
(36)

2.5
(38)

8.9
(132)

26.2
(390)

60
(895)

(1491)

Vote Center Capacity Model
The following is a graphical version of the Excel spreadsheet.

Vote Center Provisioning

M/M/S

Excel add-in from:
http://www.business.ualberta.ca/aingolfsson/QTP

ARRIVALS
Voter arrivals (per hour)
Average time between arrivals (minutes)

150.0
0.40

Estimate total arrivals for busiest hour of the day.

Estimate based on experience with systems used.

S

1.25
48.0
4

p
p0
Lq
L
Wq
W

78%
3%
2.0
5.1
0.80
2.05

CHECK-IN
Average time per check-in station (minutes)
Check-in station service rate (per hour)
Number of check-in stations
EXPECTATIONS
Average utilization of the check-in area
Average idle time (empty)
Average number of voters waiting to check in
Average number of voters in the check-in area
Average time waiting to check-in (minutes)
Average time in the check-in area (minutes)

How many are needed?

BALLOTING
Average time per ballot determination (minutes)
Ballot station service rate (per hour)
Number of ballot stations
EXPECTATIONS
Average utilization of the balloting area
Average idle time (empty)
Average number of voters waiting for ballot
Average number of voters in the balloting area
Average time waiting for balloting (minutes)
Average time in the balloting area (minutes)

0.32
189.5
2

S
p
p0
Lq
L
Wq
W

40%
43%
0.1
0.9
0.06
0.38

S

3.50
17.1
15

p
p0
Lq
L
Wq
W

58%
0%
0.1
8.8
0.02
3.52

Wq
W

0.89
5.95

Estimate based on experience with systems used.
How many are needed?

VOTING
Average time per voting machine (minutes)
Voting machine service rate (per hour)
Number of voting machines
EXPECTATIONS
Average utilization of the voting area
Average idle time (empty)
Average number of voters waiting to vote
Average number of voters in the voting area
Average time waiting to vote (minutes)
Average time in the voting area (minutes)

OVERALL EXPECTATIONS
Average total time waiting (minutes)
Average total time in the facility (minutes)
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Estimate based on experience with systems used.
How many are needed?

Supporting Information for Determining the Number of Vote Stations
This section is for those interested in understanding the underlying mathematical (statistical)
process used to predict the number of stations required for any phase of the total voting transaction
(check-in, balloting, voting) to service specified voter arrival rates, given expected service times at each
of the types of stations.
Our model assumes that voter arrivals and service times are random, independent, and generally
consistent. The following mathematical notation is used to analyze any one of the distinct phases in the
vote center process:
Voters arriving per hour
S

The number of ―processors‖ (check-in stations, ballot encoders, voting machines) for the phase
being analyzed

µ

Number of voters a station can service per hour, assuming a steady stream

L

Expected number of voters being serviced and waiting

Lq

Expected number of voters waiting (excluding the voter being serviced)

Pn

Probability of having n voters in the facility

Wq

Expected time a voter must wait in line

W

Expected time a voter spends in the facility, both in line and in service

Assuming multiple check-in stations and voting machines, our calculations for vote center capacity use
―M/M/n queues‖.
Utilization of the vote center (i.e. voters arriving, divided by the rate at which they can be
processed): p = / Sµ
Probability of the facility being empty: p0 = 1 / (

n=0

S-1

( / µ)n + ( ( / µ)S / S!(1 – ( / Sµ)) ) )

Probability of n voters (waiting and/or voting) at the facility: pn = p0 (( / µ)n / n!)
Expected number waiting to start the voting process is: Lq = ( ( u( / u)S) / (S-1)! (Sµ - )2 ) p0
Expected number in the facility (waiting and voting) is: L = Lq + ( / µ)
Average waiting time (in the queue) of an arrival is: Wq = Lq /
Average time an arrival spends in the system (both waiting and in service) is: W = Wq + (1 / µ)
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